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Letter from the Publisher
In Russia, March comes in like a lion and goes out like... a slightly less ferocious lion.
So that leaves us waiting until April to get that first whiff of spring. This issue reflects
what we expect of the new season — regeneration, the earth coming back to life, and
waking up after a long winter slumber. In keeping with the season, Passport has also
been renewed: In March, we welcomed a new editor, Isabelle Hale, into our fold. Under
Isabelle’s leadership, we expect Passport to bloom.
In the same vein, we have devoted the April issue to a holiday that celebrates rebirth
and also happens to be the holiest day on the Russian Orthodox calendar, Easter. Ian
Mitchell explores the traditions of this holiday in our cover story (page 30). On a less
pious note, if spring fever has got you itching to get out, then this issue has a range of
suggested destinations, near and far — from Kazan (page 10) and Ekaterinburg (page
12) to Moscow’s Novodevichy Cemetery (page 14).
You might also consider a pied-a-terre in Sochi (we hear the dacha next door to
Vladimir Vladimirovich’s is available...), where Olga Mironenko shines a spotlight on the
real estate market in the 2014 Winter Olympics’ host city (page 24). Plus Jacob Andrews examines Russia’s booming investment scene (page 34), and it’s good thing, too
— you’ll need it to buy that second home in Sochi. And don’t worry about the government — James Blake gives the economic outlook for the Medvedev years (page 22),
while State Duma Deputy Dmitri Svishchov discusses the future of recreational sport in
Russia (page 26).
Also in this issue: Ray Nayler goes underground to explore the Moscow metro’s blue
line (page 16), while back above ground James Brooke examines the changing face of
Moscow in his new column, Rebuilding Russia (page 28). Meanwhile, Ross Hunter and
Fred Flintstone compare notes on driving in their respective home towns of Moscow and
Bedrock (page 48).
Finally, if all that traveling leaves you with an appetite, get some food suggestions from
Passport Wine & Dine editor Charles Borden (page 40) as well as from longtime Moscow
resident (and Passport columnist!) Linda Lippner (page 50). Then wash it all down with
a glass of Austrian wine (page 36). Passport’s April issue offers all that and then some,
so put up your feet, give the Easter bunny a pat on the head, and enjoy!

John Ortega
Owner and Publisher

photo by Ian Mitchel
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DANCE
Tango Emocion (Russia)
Mir concert hall
19:00

8

ROCK MUSIC
Zemfira (Russia)
Olimpisky Sports Comples
19:00
RUSSIAN FASHION WEEK,
March 30 to April 6

1

TUESDAY

GALA
Golden Mask Theater Awards
Moscow Music Stanislavsky and
Nemirovich-Danchenko Theater
19:00

OPERA
Carmen
by G. Bizet
Bolshoi Theater
19:00

BALLET
Swan Lake
by P. Tchaikovsky
State Kremlin Palace
19:00

POPULAR MUSIC
PussyCat Dolls
Olimpysky Sports Complex
19:00

28 29

OPERA
Cosi fan tutte
by W. A. Mozart
Moscow Music Stanislavsky
and Nemirovich-Danchenko
Theater
19:00

21 22

THEATER
Planet (Evgeny Grishkovets
Theater)
in Russian
Theater Center at Strastnoi
Bulvar
21:00

14 15

BALLET
Seagull
based on compositions
by D. Shostakovich, P. Tchaikovsky, A. Scriabin,
I. Glenny.
Moscow Music Stanislavsky
and Nemirovich-Danchenko
Theater
19:00

7

Zemfira

MONDAY

30

Moscow Philhamonia hosting
Die Berliner Philharmoniker
Conductor: Simon Rattle
(Germany)
Soloist: Vadim Repin (violin, Russia)
Compositions by L. van Beethoven,
D. Shostakovich.
Grand Hall of Conservatory
17:00

POPULAR MUSIC
Gregory Leps (Russia)
MHAT im. Gorkogo Theater
19:00

23

MUSICAL
Mamma Mia!
MDM
19:00

16

BALLET
La Bayadere
by L. Minkus
Bolshoi Theater
19:00

9

DANCE
Nuestro Tango Orchestra (Russia)
Mir Concert Hall
20:00

2

WEDNESDAY

3

Gloria Gaynor

31

24
CLASSICAL MUSIC
Eliso Virsaladze (Piano)
Compositions of F. Schubert,
J. Brahms
Grand Hall of Conservatory
19:00

BALLET
Sleeping Beauty
by P. Tchaikovsky
Bolshoi Theater
19:00

17

ROCK MUSIC
Andrey Makarevich and Creol
Tango Orchestra
MHAT im. Gorkogo Theater
19:00

10

Russian Ballet “Kostroma”
National Russian Show
State Kremlin Palace
19:00

FOLK DANCE

BALLET
Spartak
by A. Khachaturian
Bolshoi Theater
19:00

THURSDAY

4

Nuestro Tango Orchestra

1

25

BALLET
Scheherazade, Bolero,
Polovtsian Dances
by N. Rimsky-Korsakov, M. Ravel,
A. Borodin
Imperial Russian Ballet
Novaya Opera
19:00

ROCK MUSIC
Gary Moore
B1 Maxumum
21:00

18

SPORTS
Davis Cup (Tennis) quarterfinals
Russia vs. Czech Republic
Olimpisky Stadium

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Birthday of Helikon opera theater
Helikon Opera
19:00

11

Nouvelle Vague (France)
B1 Maximum
21:00

DANCE MUSICo

BALLET
Don Quixote
by L. Minkus
Moscow Music Stanislavsky and
Nemirovich-Danchenko Theater
19:00

FRIDAY

5
13

Armenian stars’ concert
State Kremlin Palace
19:00

6

SUNDAY

Space Exploration Day

2

3

POPULAR MUSIC
Alphaville (Germany)
State Kremlin Palace
19:00

27
SPORTS
Federation Cup (Tennis)
Russia vs. US
Olimpisky Sports Complex
Until April 27

26

20

FOR KIDS
Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs (in Russian)
At Yugo-Zapad Theater
14:00
Kudrinka Dance Ensemble
16:00
See www.kudrinkakids.com
for location.

MODERN DANCE
Romeo and Juliet
Deutsche Opera am Rein
(Dusseldorf)
(Festival of Modern German
Choreography)
Moscow Music Stanislavsky and
Nemirovich-Danchenko Theater
19:00

19

GOLDEN MASK FESTOVA;
Le Petit Prince
(St. Petersburg Puppet
Theater)
ROCK MUSIC
Mossovet Theater
Boris Grebenschikov and Aquarium
19:00
(Russia)
B1 Maximum
21:00

12

OPERA
Carmen (in French)
by Georges Bizet
Galina Vishnevskaya Opera Center
19:00

SPACE EXPLORATION DAY

FOLK MUSIC
Terem Quartet (St. Petersburg)
State Kremlin Palace
19:00

DANCE MUSIC
Gloria Gaynor
B1 Maximum
21:00

SATURDAY

Editor’s Choice
Nouvelle Vague and their new album Bande A Part

N

Nouvelle Vague: B1 Maximum, April 4 at 21:00

ouvelle Vague is a French musical collective led by Marc Collin and Olivier Libaux. Their album
resurrected New Wave classics and reinterpreted them in a bossa nova style. Songs were
stripped down to their acoustic arrangements with lithe shaker rhythms achieved by gathering a
parade of chanteuses from all over the world (six French, one Brazilian and one New Yorker) to
cover bands including XTC, Modern English, The Clash, Joy Division and The Undertones. The
various female singers on Nouvelle Vague only performed songs they had never heard before, to
ensure that each cover would have a unique quality. Their second album, Bande à Part, includes
versions of “Ever Fallen in Love?” by the Buzzcocks, New Order’s “Blue Monday,” Echo and the
Bunnymen’s “The Killing Moon,” and “Heart of Glass” by Blondie. Current and former members
and contributors include many French artists now well-known in their own right, including such
figures of the so-called “renouveau de la chanson francaise” (renewal of French chanson) as
Anaïs Croze, Camille Dalmais, Phoebe Killdeer, Melanie Pain, and Marina Celeste. With their
tough tour schedule, who knows when they’ll be in Moscow again, so catch them now!

Faberge: A Symbol of Russian Easter

A

ssociated with fertility and rebirth, the egg is a traditional symbol of Easter. At the end of
the 19 th century in Russia there emerged astonishing jewelry items that became symbols of
both Easter and Russia: the beautiful Faberge Easter eggs. It is believed that from 1885 to 1917
Faberge’s workshops produced a total of 66 eggs, whose destinies would lie in the collections of
museums and private individuals throughout the world. Primarily the eggs were designed on behalf of Russian Tsars Alexander III and Nicholas II as annual Easter gifts to their wives. According
to the Retrospective Encyclopedia of Faberge Eggs, the workmanship embodied in each egg has
no modern equivalent. The intricate craftsmanship reflects Faberge’s ingenuity. However, it was
not Faberge himself who produced the objects, but his employees; he was “the entrepreneurial
spirit behind them.” A museum that boasts an impressive collection of the precious items is the
Kremlin’s Armory Chamber, whose collection includes precious items that had been preserved for
centuries in the tsars’ treasury and Patriarch’s vestry.

Faberge Eggs at the Kremlin Armory Museum
Open: 10:00 – 17:00, Closed Thursday

Moscow Photobiennale
photo Alex Webb/ Magnum Photos

T

Moscow Photobiennale, through May 15. For
venues and schedule visit www.mdf.ru.

he month of Photography (Moscow Photobiennale) takes place in Moscow for the seventh time
this April. It first appeared thanks to Olga Sviblova, Director of the Moscow House of Photography, who decided that Moscow deserves its own festival dedicated to photography. Each festival
is organized around particular themes, and this year they are light and color, motion and speed,
astonishment and admiration. There are to be over 100 exhibitions all over Moscow, including such
photography luminaries as Ralph Gibson, Guy la Kirek, Alex Web, Andreas Gursky, the Lumiere
brothers, Lartigue, Henri Croyar, and Georgy Pinkhasov. Another treat is an exhibition of photos
from the world-famous Magnum agency, which celebrates its 60th anniversary this year. In addition
to exhibits, the two-week festival, which is based at Moscow’s Winzavod, includes concerts, portfolio views, interviews, and master classes with artists. In addition, the Photobiennale has established
a tradition of being interactive: Visitors can cast votes for their favorite pictures.

The Golden Mask

T

he Golden Mask, a national theater award, was founded in 1994 by the Theater Union of Russia and is given to productions in all theatrical genres: drama, opera, ballet, operetta and
musical, and puppet theater. The Golden Mask also includes the All-Russian Theater Festival that
each spring brings to Moscow the most significant performances from all over Russia. A festive
ceremony is set for April 15th at the Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko Theater, but the
special programs scheduled to begin earlier in the month include Legandary Performances of the
20 th Century and the Piccolo Teatro di Milano’s production of Harlequin, A Servant to Two Masters
(Arlecchino servitore di due padroni). The program presented by St. Petersburg’s Alexandrinsky
Theater features productions of Anton Cheknov’s The Seagull and Nikolai Gogol’s The Marriage.
The Central House of Artists is to host a special project, Pro Theater, which is the counterpart of
international arts markets and fairs. The Golden Mask Club is a series of musical events bringing
together groups from Russia, France, and Switzerland. In addition, the club program features
presentations of books, films, and an exhibition of photographs about theater.

The Golden Mask Festival, through April 15.
See www.goldenmask.ru for schedule and
venues.

Billy’s Band

I

Billy’s Band, Mir Concert Hall
April 17,18 21:00

4

t has become a tradition of the St. Petersburg-based Billy’s Band to present a crazy show in Moscow
every spring. Though rather young, the group has already conquered the hearts of Russian, Italian,
German, French, Finnish, Israeli, Estonian, and American audiences with their music: a perfect English-Russian cocktail of jazz, blues, and rock ballads with a peculiarly Russian temperament. The band
— consisting of Billy Novik (contrabass, vocal, piano, banjo), Andrei Ryzhik (guitar, dombra, cymbals,
tambourine), and Anton Matezius (Russian accordion, percussion, marimba), and featuring Mikhail Zhydkikh (saxophone and percussion) — describes its musical style as alko-jazz. A specialty is unusual
interpretations of songs by Tom Waits, a favorite musician.
April 2008

Editor’s Choice
Easter Festival

M

Through May 9. For venues and schedule
visit www.easterfestival.ru

oscow’s Easter Festival is a traditionally anticipated program of classical music headed by the
Mariinsky (formerly Kirov) Theater’s Valery Gergiev. The first festival was in 2002 with the support of the Moscow government and the blessing of the Patriarch of Moscow and All Russia, Aleksey
II. This year’s festival includes over 40 concerts by world-renowned soloists and ensembles to take
place in 13 Russian cities, from Tula to Archangelsk. Five programs are the base of the festival:
symphonic music, concerts in the Russian regions, choir singing, bell ringing, and charity. Gergiev
is to conduct the Mariinsky Symphonic Orchestra, considered one of the world’s best. The roster of
international participants includes opera singers Anna Netrebko, Yuri Bashmet, and Vladimir Galuzin
from Russia, Lang Lang from China, the Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir, the Sofia Boys’ Choir
from Bulgaria, and Georgia’s Mdzlevari Boys’ Choir. The beautiful finale traditionally takes place at
Poklonnaya Gora on May 9, Victory Day, where thousands of people come to celebrate the holiday
with a concert of classical music.

Four dimensions of Anton Corbijn
utch photographer Anton Corbijn, is arriving in Moscow to personally present 170 portraits that
are already part of world photography history. Corbijn began taking photographs in the early
1970s and has worked with such pop stars of the 1980s and ’90s as David Bowie, Takeshi Kitano,
Bjork, and U2. He worked closely with the band Depeche Mode, designing their album covers, music videos, and concert stages. The four dimensions here are four albums representing key stages of
his career: Famouz documentary black-and-white photographs (“a look inside from outside,” featuring concerts of U2 and others); Star Trak studio photographs (featuring Hollywood stars), 33 Nature Morts (paparazzi stylistics in staged photography) and A Somebody (Corbijn himself in images
of the 20th century’s greatest rock musicians).

photo Anton Corbijn. Cameron Diaz

D

Through May 4 at The Moscow Museum of
Modern Art, 25 Petrovka Street

Vera Zaitseva: Impressionism in Soviet times

B

orn in Moscow in 1924, Vera Zaitseva graduated from Repin’s Institute of Painting, Sculpture and
Architecture of the Academy of Arts of the USSR in Leningrad. She became the assistant to legendary stage designer Isaac Rabinovich and worked in the Moscow Soviet Army Theater. In comparison
with her collages and graphic art, her oils seem very traditional and lack any sort of symbolism: Crimean
landscapes flooded with the gold of the sun, a dacha in Kratovo, the construction of hydroelectric stations and subways, village still-lifes. Everything is charmingly simple and harmonic; it’s all but a play
of color and shades. These works don’t quote from but naturally continue the traditions of Russian impressionism. The work of Vera Zaitseva can be found in the Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts as well
as in private collections in Russia, France, Italy, and the US.

Through April 28 at NB Gallery
6/2 Sivtsev Vrazhek, Suite 2

Tickets to the world’s museums

A

ticket to a museum seems a most ordinary thing, and yet it has so much to say. Often featuring
an image of the museum, the lettering and logo convey the cultural space inside, a world of the
history of techniques and arts and even human inspiration and ideas. And now Bourganov House
has dedicated an exhibition to this object and invites you to a trip around the world: from Italy’s Uffizi
Gallery to the pyramids of Egypt, from Istanbul to Moscow. Compare graphics, design, style, and
history of tickets from all over the globe, and you will see that even a ticket stub can be a piece of art,
reflecting cultural interrelations and heritage.

Through May 30 at Bourganov House
15 Bolshoi Afanasievsky Pereulok

For General Kornilov’s 90th anniversary

G

eneral Lavr Kornilov (1870-1918) was a senior Russian army general during World War I and the ensuing
Russian Civil War from 1917 to 1922. His name is closely related to the White movement — whose military arm was known as the White Guard and whose members were known as White Russians — comprised
some of the Russian forces, both political and military, which opposed the Bolsheviks after the October Revolution and fought against the Red Army during the Civil War. The new exhibition features documents, photographs, and private letters of the general that reveal his character and some of the unknown pages of his life
and political career.
Through April 11 at Russkoe Zarubezhye Library Collection
2 Novaya Radishchevskaya Street
M. Taganskaya
April 2008
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This Month in History
compiled by Maria Barleben and Annet Kulyagina
April 3, 1975: Bobby Fischer refuses to play in a chess
match against Soviet chessmaster Anatoly Karpov, giving
Karpov the world champion title by default.
When the World Chess Federation rejects Fischer’s proposals for rule
changes in the championship matches, the eccentric American chess
whiz withdraws from the competition, ceding the title to Karpov. Although
Fischer resigned his title, he insisted he was still the true world chess
champion.

April 7, 1917: Vladimir Lenin’s April Theses are
published in Pravda.
The Bolshevik newspaper publishes Lenin’s text in which
he outlines the fundamental principles of a proletarian
revolution in Russia. Known as the April Theses, the document becomes the ideological foundation of the Bolshevik
program and is often considered the official start of the
movement that would become the October Revolution.

April 9, 1699: Russian Tsar Peter I issues a
decree “On observing cleanliness in Moscow and on the penalty for throwing litter
and dung into streets and lanes.”
Tverskaya is flooded by stinking streams of effluent
that run into Okhotny Ryad. The Kremlin is full of
noisome garbage. Recognizing the healththreat that
unsanitary conditions pose to the Russian capital,
Peter the Great addresses the problem with a decree establishing special areas for the disposal of
refuse, and the public garbage can is born. Soon
after, a sewage system is constructed in the city.

April 7, 1994: RUnet’s birthday.
Starting in the mid-1980s, the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy spearheaded a campaign to connect major Soviet scientific
institutions by modem. In the autumn of 1990, the first Soviet Internet domain was registered: .su. By 1994, the Soviet Union had
collapsed, prompting the establishment of the new .ru Internet
domain. The first site registered in the .ru domain — www.1-9-94.ru — is still online!

April 12, 1961:
Yuri Gagarin becomes the first human to travel into space.
Gagarin’s flight into the “final frontier” is a watershed event in the history of human scientific achievement. It takes the Soviet cosmonaut
108 minutes to orbit the Earth in the Vostok space capsule before returning safely to the USSR’s Baikonur Cosmodrome. The Soviet Union
proudly broadcasts its news around the world; the United States responds to the Soviet success by redoubling its efforts at rapid technological advancement. A few weeks after Gagarin’s voyage, U.S.
President John F. Kennedy announces to a joint session of Congress
the nation’s goal to put an American on the moon “before the decade
is out.” Yury Gagarin remains a hero in Russia.

6
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This Month in History
April 14, 1930: Soviet poet Vladimir Vladimirovich
Mayakovsky commits suicide.

April 15, 1956: Moscow’s Sovremennik Theater premieres Viktor
Rozov’s play Forever Alive

Mayakovsky was found shot in his
Moscow apartment, located at 3
Lubyansky Proezd. Known for his
rhythmic prose and declamatory
recitation style, the 36-year-old poet
had been the voice of the Revolution and his work at the avant-garde
of both art and propaganda in early
Soviet Russia. Today he is buried in
Moscow’s Novodevichy Cemetery
(see story, page 14), and the square
and metro station near Triumfalnaya
Ploshchad in bear his name.

A group of young Moscow Art Theater
graduates’ staging of the work is considered to be the beginning of the Krushchevera thaw (in Russian, ottepel). In a departure from the dictates of Stalinist Socialist
Realism, Rozov’s play offers a truly realistic
view of characters experiencing such tragedies of Soviet history as war and persecution. In 1957, the play was immortalized
in a screen adaptation directed by Mikhail
Kolotozov, The Cranes are Flying.

April 22, 1870: Vladimir Ilyich Lenin is born.
Born Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, the extraordinary politician and revolutionary, took the name Lenin in the 1890s when he devoted himself to the
revolutionary movement. The main leader of the October Revolution in
1917 and the first leader of the Soviet Union, Lenin was a supremely
familiar, if not always admired, figure for generations of Soviet citizens.
In the Soviet Union, Lenin’s birthday was marked with reverence, and
it imparted a solemnity and importance to events chosen to take place
on the day. For example, it was on April 22 each year that outstanding
candidates for the Soviet youth organization the Young Pioneers were
inducted.

April 26, 1755:
Moscow University opens.
In January 1755, Russian Empress
Elizabeth, at the behest of one of her favorites, Ivan Shuvalov, issued an order
to create a university in Moscow. Three
months later, the institution opened in
the building just off Red Square that
today houses the State Historical Museum. Quickly outgrowing these premises, the university soon moved to the
yellow stone building that we know today on Mokhovaya Street.

April 19, 1563: Work begins on
the first printed book in Russia.
In 1553, Ivan IV, also known as Ivan
the Terrible, orders the construction
of a building in Moscow dedicated to
book printing (today a plaque marks
the spot on Nikolskaya Street near
the Kremlin). In April, 1563, Ivan Fyodorov, considered one of the founders of Russian printing, commenced
work on the first known printed book
in Russian. The Acts and Epistles of
the Apostles took nearly a year to
complete. Its publication on March
1, 1564, marked the beginning of a
long tradition in Russia of love and
respect for the printed word.

April 26, 1986:
Chernobyl Tragedy
Reactor Number 4 at the Chernobyl nuclear
power plant explodes, sending tons of radioactive material into the air. The scope of
the tragedy was impossible to conceal and
thus became an important test of Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev’s commitment to
his policy of glasnost, or openness, which
allowed for greater freedom of expression
in the USSR. For a profile of the town of
Chernobyl today, see “Chernobyl: A Visit to
a City Preserved in Radiation” on page 14 of
Passport’s March 2008 issue.

April 2008
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Cinema

Russian Films: Between Victory and Defeat
A

s the international film award season begins, the issue of Russian cinema’s reception
abroad again comes to the fore. The record of Nikita Mikhalkov’s “12” in the Oscar race and Anna
Melikyan’s “Rusalka” Mermaid at the Berlin International Film Festival leaves a mixed impression.
In fact, in the last eight years, the mere inclusion of a Russian film as an official selection at a
big film festival was considered a triumph. A notable exception was director Andrei Zvyagintsev,
whose 2003 debut feature, “The Return,” was
— surprisingly — selected for the main competition at the Venice Film Festival and — even
more surprisingly — won the festival’s main
prize, the Golden Lion. Four years later, Zvyagintsev’s follow-up,
“The Banishment,” was invited to Cannes, and its star, Konstantin
Lavronenko, picked up the best actor prize.
Interestingly, the international attention paid to Zvyagintsev’s
films is quite in line with stereotypes about what the international
audience expects of Russian: ponderous arthouse with a moral or
religious message. Andrei Tarkovsky, the country’s most internationally recognized film director, made films in this mold, and Zvyagintsev is in many ways mimicking Tarkovsky’s creative methods.
One problem, though, is that Tarkovsky was working thirty or forty
years ago, while today’s cinema — both international and domestic
— is very different.
So, it is good that “Rusalka,” despite some elements that resonate with stereotypes about the “mysterious Russian soul,” is not,
objectively speaking, an arthouse film. And while it disappointed at
the domestic box-office, its inclusion in the Berlin festival’s Pan-

orama program (not the official selection, alas), where it won the
international film critics’ association prize, is quite encouraging.
International interest in films like “Rusalka” and “12” may suggest two things. First, younger Russian directors are not only rediscovering Tarkovsky’s legacy but also trying to find their own
path. Second, international perception of Russian film may be
shifting to an awareness that Russian films occupy a wide range.
Some can even be entertaining!
In this respect, the most recent Oscar race, in which “12” was
nominated for best foreign-language film, is significant. Mikhalkov is
neither young nor closely associated with the Russian arthouse tradition. In fact, his most internationally recognized movie, “Burnt by the
Sun,” which won the best foreign-language film Oscar in 1994, was
quite mainstream. The fact that “12” is a remake of the Sydney Lumet
classic “Twelve Angry Men” — adapted to issues current in today’s
Russia such as nationalism and xenophobia — is interesting.
Though I confess I am not a big fan of “12” or of Mikhalkov’s
recent work as a director in general, I would not have been disappointed to watch Mikhalkov accept the golden statuette. Given the
conservativeness of the Russian Oscar committee, which nominated “12,” it was by no means a bad choice, and any major prize
awarded to a Russian film is good for the domestic film industry.
Overall, the nomination of “12” coupled with the semi-success
of “Rusalka” at the Berlinale may be quite symbolic. Russian cinema is in a transitional state, reinventing itself on a commercial as
well as an artistic level. So it is just fine at this point for Russian
films to receive minor awards, which put them somewhere “between victory and defeat.” The important thing is that new Russian
films not exploit expectations or rely on existing cliches but explore
some fresh areas. — Vladimir Kozlov

Sweeney Todd:
The Demon Barber
of Fleet Street

S

erial killers have always appealed to storytellers just as they
have reliably fascinated and terrified audiences. So, it is
hardly a surprise that the macabre legend of Sweeney Todd —
the London barber-cum-murderer who has been slitting throats
in penny fiction for well over a hundred years — has inspired
numerous adaptations. The most recent one, a film directed by
Tim Burton and starring Johnny Depp, is the highest-profile one
to date.
Burton’s version of the story has already picked up a handful of
awards, including an Oscar for Best Art Direction and a couple of
Golden Globes (for best musical or comedy film and best actor in
a musical or comedy).
The gloom, violence, and social injustice of Victorian England
create the perfect backdrop for this gruesome, harrowing story.
After fifteen years in prison for a crime he didn’t commit, Sweeney
Todd returns to London to learn that his wife committed suicide
after being raped by the evil Judge Turpin. Grief-stricken, Todd
goes on a murderous rampage. With the help of his new paramour, Mrs. Lovett (Helena Bonham Carter), he opens a barber
shop, to which he lures customers with a charming smile before
casually ending their lives with a flick of his razor.
The movie is interesting for several reasons. First, it is the
8
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sixth Johnny Depp-Tim Burton collaboration, a partnership that
produced 1994’s Ed Wood and 2005’s Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory. Second, the film is an adaptation of the Stephen Sondheim-Hugh Wheeler stage play, which made unlikely generic
bedfellows of the criminal thriller and Broadway musical. On the
stage, the unusual combination produced a fascinating result, and
the same holds true for this screen version. The movie preserves
some musical numbers from the original Broadway production.
Even for those who are not fans of musicals or serial killers,
this Sweeney Todd may yet hold some appeal. Note, however,
that some toe-tapping tunes notwithstanding, the dark subject
matter may make it unsuitable for the kids. — Vladimir Kozlov

Books & Music
Black Earth: A Journey through Russia after the Fall

A

s Russia welcomes a new president and the world watches with
bated breath to see how Dmitri Medvedev will perform in the
shadow of Vladimir Putin, I return to a book that examines Russia
and its people during Putin’s early years at the country’s helm.
“Black Earth: Russia after the Fall” by American journalist Andrew Meier plots the authors “travels across Russia’s length and
breadth,” but, above all, tries to make sense of a plaintive question
asked by the grieving parents of a twenty-year-old Russian soldier
killed in Chechnya: “Can a country survive without a conscience?”
This question provides the premise for this thought-provoking depiction of modern-day Russia.
Meier, who lived and worked in Moscow for close to a decade,
makes an epic journey that echoes the travels of Anton Chekhov 100
years earlier. Meier reaches out to all corners of the country and its
people. In a style that is both probing and brutally honest, he brings
to life the experiences of the diverse people he meets. He does not
shy away from lingering questions about Russia’s totalitarian past
or about the glaring economic inequalities of Russia’s capitalist
present. Nor does he flinch when discussing the bizarre and corrupt
nature of business here or the insatiable appetite for lucre that is
poised to consume the stark beauty of the oil-rich Far East.
What right does a foreign journalist have to paint such a bleak
picture of modern Russia? For one, his knowledge of the language
and the country gives him far greater scope than the many sofa-

bound commentators who readily offer their
analysis. His deference to his subjects —
whom Meier allows to tell their own stories
in their own words — help produce a lively,
grim, honest portrait.
Whether or not they agree with his comments and trust his judgments, few expats
residing in Moscow will fail to recognize and
smile, if perhaps a little morosely, at Meier’s poetic descriptions of familiar everyday
scenes:
“I crossed under Tverskaya, angling through the commuters
and venders, cops and Rollerbladers in the underground passageway. The labyrinth led to three metro stations. It smelled
of beer and tobacco and the long-stemmed roses that filled the
kiosks even in the depths of winter. A year earlier a bomb had
ripped through the crowds here, killing thirteen and wounding
more than a hundred. A small plaque marked the spot. ... At the
far end of the passageway the concrete wall above a bank of pay
phones was stickered with ads: ‘Become a dancer in Turkey’; ‘Buy
an engineer’s diploma’; ‘Get your children off heroin’; ‘Lose 5 kilos
in 7 days; ‘Avoid the draft’. — Claire Marsden
Black Earth: A Jourmey through Russia after the Fall by Andrew
Meier, W.W. Norton, 2005, 516 pages

Thank you, Zemfira!

T

he Ufa-born vocalist and
her self-named band shot to
fame in the late ’90s in Russia
and other former Soviet states,
largely by following a full schedule of tour dates and securing
plenty of air play on Russian
radio. However, the elfin frontwoman has not let fame go to
her head. She maintains her privacy, avoids publicity, and refuses
to comment on media stories about her life and relationships. This
distance has helped maintain the interest of the Russian press and
the loyalty of their fans.
Because their lyrics are solely in Russian, Zemfira is rarely
mentioned in English-language media. To be honest, I knew little
— OK, nothing — about this band before moving to Moscow. After
a friend introduced me to their music, I started to recognize Zemfira
songs played in bars, clubs, and on the radio.
How can you review an album when you can’t understand what
the band is singing about? Well, although my Russian is (very)
slowly improving — now I can catch a handful of words and
phrases among the lyrics — my limited comprehension has not
hindered my enjoyment of the group and, in particular, of their sixth
and latest album, Spasibo (Thank you), released last year. Zemfira’s
haunting voice and the variety of music styles which accompany it
translate for themselves. The album begins with the almost psychedelic sounds of V Metro (On the metro) and then eases into the
sometimes summery, soothing notes of Voskresenye (Sunday) and
Dom (Home). But don’t let these first two tracks fool you into thinking that the remainder of the album is as sugary or smooth. The
high-energy Malchik (Boy) provides a shift in tempo with a stac-

cato start — you’ll find yourself toe-tapping and singing (or, for the
non-Russian speakers among us, chump-chumping) along, barely
realizing that you have now entered the erratic fairground pace of
Gospoda (Gentlemen), or tangoed into the firework samples of Ya
Polubela Vas (I loved you).
Apart from the chirpy Malchik, my favorite track has to be Sneg
Nachnyotsa (Snow is Coming). The melodious blend of instruments and voice reflects the influence of The Cure’s early work and
leaves you wondering which direction Zemfira will lead you next.
The question is soon answered by 1000 Let (1000 Years), which
starts off melancholy. If the balmy songs on the CD up until this
point have lulled you into peaceful relaxation, the caustic screams
which interrupt the latter track will make you sit up and take note.
In short, Zemfira’s Spasibo is a great album, to which a short review cannot do justice. We non-Russian speakers can only imagine
the beauty and diversity of the lyrics which accompany the moody
yet melodic music on this CD. — Claire Marsden
Zemfira, Spasibo (Thank you), 2007,. tracks for sale at
www.zemfira.ru
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Kazan:
Phoenix in the Snow
text and photos Ray Nayler

C

rates many of the architectural elements— such as the eight
“minarets” and central cupola — of the original Bulgar mosque.
This claim, like almost every historical claim in Tatarstan, is a
contested one.
Few peoples have a history more controversial, and more
rewritten, than the Tatars, and few cities have a history more
shrouded in mystery and purposeful distortion than Kazan. The
story of the city’s past depends on whom you ask and what they
have to gain (or lose) from the telling. These days, with a resurgent Tatarstan flexing political muscle and making attempts to
regain a sense of its cultural heritage, history with a capital ‘H’
is again being contested, bringing a whirlwind of revisionism to
the republic and its capital.
If I could place my personal border between East and West
anywhere, it would be in Kazan. It would be an invisible line that
runs through the city and a river loosed from its banks onto
a dry plain, wending its way through the stones, changing its
course with the seasons and the weather. Sitting in the Rubai
Chaikhana, lounging on the cushioned benches at the low tables,
drinking loose-leafed black tea from pots girded with organic
Central Asian designs, and hearing the distant peal of the bells
of the Peter and Paul Cathedral, it becomes hard to place just
where, geographically, one is located. Walking in the Kremlin
between the rocket-shadows cast by the minarets of Qol Sharif
and the oriental, flame-shaped domes of the Annunciation Cathedral, one feels at a crossroads. The leaning Syumbike tower
seems too Western to bear the Islamic crescent on its peak,
while the domes of the nearby Assumption Cathedral nearby
seem too Eastern to bear the Orthodox cross.
Here one can feel alternately at the edge of and at the center
of the world. There are Tatar signs written in Cyrillic script, Karl
Marx Street with a view of the mosque in the upper town, and
playful Moderne mansions and dusky-eyed Tatar girls breathing
clouds above the frozen sidewalks. There is the sudden Allah uAkbar from the distant spires calling the faithful. Here, Russian
and Tatar — or let us say “Russianness” and “Tatarness” — are
mixed in the architecture, in the sights and sounds, in the way
of life, and in every individual. Here, the passages of empire are
written in stones — stones here today as well as those of the
past buried under the streets, stones preserved only in maps or
in memories.
Kazan is a city that throughout its disputed history has been
continually resurfaced and reshaped by the ebb and flow of
power. This is a city finished and then destroyed again, smashed
and then rebuilt upon its own ashes, decayed to a husk, and
then infused again with a new life. It is a city time and again
consumed by fire and war but which has also enjoyed long periods of peace and prosperity. History has been capricious with
Kazan, by turns both cruel and kind.

obblestoned Kremlyovskaya Ulitsa in Kazan’s upper town,
looks at first glance like the well-preserved and lovingly restored center of any Russian provincial city. Then one notices
beyond the white Kremlin gates the ice-white minarets of an
enormous, ultramodern mosque, its blue-domed roof rising
well above the domes of the nearby Orthodox cathedral.
This is the gleaming, new Qol Sharif Mosque,
built with contributions from several Islamic
Ray Nayler travels to Kazan, capital of the Republic of
states and named for the statesman and poet
who died unsuccessfully defending Kazan Tatarstan, in search of the border between East and West.
from the onslaught of Ivan the Terrible’s troops
in 1552. Though the mosque is new and decidedly space-age
Tatarstan’s cultural roots lie in the Volga Bulgar empire, esin appearance, it somehow manages to fit in harmoniously tablished by Bulgar nomads from the Azov region of Central
with the white walls of the Kazan Kremlin, the snow on the Asia. It is contested whether the Bulgars were of Turkic origin
streets, and the feeling of revival in the city. Opened in 2005, or not, but it is believed that the modern day Chuvash language
the Qol Sharif Mosque replaces an edifice now lost to history: is the only surviving remnant of the Bulgar Turkic languages,
the original Qol Sharif Mosque, which was razed when the city distantly related to modern Turkish. Whatever their origins, the
fell to the Russian armies. According to historical speculation Bulgars conquered and supplanted the Finno-Ugric- and Tur(mostly by Tatars), St. Basil’s Cathedral in Moscow incorpo- kic-speaking peoples of the region and accepted Islam as their
10
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state religion in 922. They evolved as a state, signing treaties
with Kievan Rus before falling to Genghis Khan in 1236 and
becoming a vassal state of the Golden Horde. It was during this
time that Bulgar culture thrived, some of the greatest poetry
was composed, and contributions to scientific thought made.
The Kazan Khanate, formed after the collapse of the Golden Horde, signed a treaty of “Eternal Peace’ with Moscow in
1486 and was then summarily conquered, and the city of Kazan burned, by the forces of Ivan the Terrible in 1552. Ivan the
Terrible and successive tsars — who referred to the Bulgars
as Tatars and conflated them with the Golden Horde and the
Mongol Yoke under which Muscovy had suffered — then began
a repressive system of Christianization, destroying all mosques
in Kazan and forcing Tatars to the outskirts of the city.
Kazan was destroyed again and again in fires and notably in
the Pugachev Rebellion. After this uprising, Catherine the Great
allowed Tatars the freedom to worship in their own fashion, and
in 1766 the first stone mosque was built in Kazan. However,
when the Bolsheviks again swept the city with anti-religious
propaganda during the 20 th century, many mosques had their
minarets removed, and the buildings were used for other purposes. Repression was not, of course, limited to Islam. The Peter and Paul Cathedral, a Russian Baroque confection dating
from 1709, ironically survived the Soviet period as an observatory before being restored following the collapse of the USSR.
Today, Tatarstan is enjoying a cultural revival as well as one of
the most liberal agreements with the Russian government of any

Where to stay: The Italian-managed Hotel Giuseppe provides
something extremely rare these days: accommodation that is
worth every penny of the price, with a sumptuous breakfast buffet, immaculately remodeled rooms, and impeccable service just
two blocks from the Kremlin gates. And all of this for slightly
less than the price of the charmlessly remodeled (and nearly
always full) Soviet monster Tatarstan. Nobody else in the city
comes close. 15/25 Kremlyovskaya Ulitsa, tel. (843) 292-0938,
292-6439
Where to eat: There are plenty of good restaurants along
Kremlyovskaya and Baumana, but for amazing Uzbek food
(many mistakenly think this is a traditional Tatar restaurant), colorfully costumed wait staff, and the atmosphere of
an upscale Central Asian chaikhana, Rubai is the place to go.
23B Profsoyuznaya Ulitsa, tel. (843) 292-6464
What to see: Start at the city’s gorgeous Kremlin, take a tour
of the Museum of Islam at the Qol Sharif Mosque, and soak in
the incensed atmosphere of the Assumption Cathedral. Try to
decide for yourself whether the legendary leaning Syumbike
tower was built by Russians, Tatars, or Italians. Then stroll down
Baumana. It’s also worth taking a ride on the city’s ultra-slick
new metro, though at seven kilometers and one line, it falls a bit
short of Moscow’s spider web. Kazan is a very walkable city,
though winter temperatures can be 10 to 15 degrees colder than
in Moscow. Be warned.
of the ethnic republics in the Russian Federation.
The city recently celebrated its millenium anniversary. Though somewhat spurious (most historians
put the founding of Kazan somewhere in the 12 th
century), it was a great excuse for the city to accelerate a number of oil money-fueled construction projects, finishing the metro and opening the
mosque.
The city’s struggles continue, as once again it
looks to remake itself — perhaps this time as an
example of tolerance and peaceful co-existence of
Christianity and Islam, keeping their religious bickering confined to history. One encouraging sign is
that in a city that is almost evenly divided ethnically, fully one-third of marriages are between a
Russian and a Tatar.
The result of all this tumult is a strange, hybrid of
Russian imperial mansions, a Kremlin with minarets jutting above its walls, cobblestones, and Turkic syllables whispered between couples as they
pass. The light here is strange, unreal, giving one a
sense of temporal displacement: Kazan is far to the
east of Moscow, twelve hours on an express train,
but it shares the same time zone. The effect of this
is that the sun rises strangely early. By noon, the
city is swept by icy blue shadows, the sun a coin
already dropping to the horizon. By 5 p.m., the city
is enveloped in a primeval darkness. The premature
disappearance of the sun, the darkness at a time
when there should be light, makes everything
seems a bit off — as if the city exists at some remove from the rest of the world, in its own strange
space. It’s a suitable feeling for a city so unique in
heritage. P
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A Nice Burg With a Heart of Gold

photos by Yekaterinburg City Council for Tourism

text Neil McGowan

I

f the most famous girl of the American gold rush is Clementine,
daughter of the “miner, forty-niner,” then her Russian equivalent is Katya, or Empress Ekaterina I. She didn’t have just one
mine, though. She developed mining as an industry in the entire
Urals region, an area brimming with gold, diamonds, and iron ore.
She knew how to keep her husband, Tsar Peter I (also known as
Peter the Great) happy: by providing him with lots of cannons.
Her penchant for glittering pleasure, mining, and good management live on the city named for her.
Nestled at the foot of the Ural mountains, Ekaterinburg (sometimes spelled Yekaterinburg) is home to 1.5 million people, making it Russia’s third-largest city. A stop on the Trans-Siberian
Railroad, this modern, vibrant, and sophisticated city is a fitting
tribute to a lady whose “colorful” background included being
“presented in her undergarments” to Swedish Brigadier General
Adolf Rudolf Bauer for his personal amusement. Ekaterinburg of-
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fers plenty of colorful amusement in such clubs as Isterika (44
Ulitsa Malysheva), which features DJs from Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Europe. Or you can try your luck on a throw of the dice,
another grand old tradition in a city that made its money in the
great Urals gold rush of 1745. Zolotoi Telets (The Golden Bull, 42
Ulitsa Baumana) has every kind of gambling one could hope to
find, with a decor that pays tribute to the glory days of railroads
in the 1920s.
Since armaments loom large in the city’s history, a visit to
the Military Museum (27 Pervomayskaya Ulitsa, open Monday
through Saturday from 11 to 17, closed Sunday and Monday) is
both appropriate and informative. Some of the most impressive
of Ekaterinburg’s military hardware output is parked outside the
museum, a T-34 tank and a Katyusha rocketlauncher. Inside the
museum is a tin-can-sized fragment of the American U2 fighter
plane shot down over the city in a legendary Cold War incident.
Also fitting for a city whose history is bound up with what has
been extracted from the ground is a visit to the Mineralogical Museum (1 Krasnoarmeyskaya Ulitsa, open daily from 10 to 17) as
well as to the Jewelry Museum (37 Prospekt Lenina, open daily
from 10 to 19), which offers regular and visiting exhibitions of
jewelry craftsmanship from the great Russian design houses of
the 19 th century, including Faberge and Khlebnikov.
In addition, outdoor leisure activities such as boating are accessible without leaving the city center: Ekaterinburg surrounds
an artificial lake, which was created back in Ekaterina’s time when
the Ural River was dammed to provide power for the first generation of ore-breaking machinery. The most popular — if not the
most beautiful — excursion from town is to an entirely invisible feature that literally put Ekaterinburg on the map: The official border between Europe and Asia lies just west of the city. An
obelisk marks the spot, although the city’s tourism council plans
to replace this with an enormous visitor center. The obligatory
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photograph (with one leg in each continent) can be taken on a
one-hour trip that takes you past a memorial to Stalin’s victims.
Much more worth your time in this direction are a large number
of mountain lakes. Lake Shartash, Lake Peshchanoye, and Lake
Chusovskoye are the main attractions here, though you’ll need
independent transport to reach them. The Europe-Asia border
also runs through Chusovskoye, making it a romantic place (far
lovelier than the parking lot with the obelisk) to contemplate the
enormity of continents. There are also lovely beaches brocaded
with pine forests, perfect for picnics.
In addition, a new water park, Limpopo (2 Ulitsa Shcherbakova), is setting a new standard for family fun and entertainment,
attracting visitors from all over central Russia. Open daily yearround, the top-level facilities easily compete with those found in
international vacation spots, offering summer temperatures even
in mid-winter.
Of course, the fresh air is inclined to sharpen the appetite, so on
return to the city you’ll be looking for places to eat and drink. The
hearty, nourishing fare your Russian granny would have made (if
you’d had one) is available at Grand Buffet (36 Ulitsa Malysheva,
tel. 359-8366), and you can help yourself to as much as you like.
If you can’t decide what you’re in the mood for or you have guests
with widely differing tastes, Sunday (23 Karl Libknekht Ulitsa, tel.
371-5010) is an ideal choice — the theme here is “cuisines of
the entire world.” A warm Puszta welcome awaits at the charming Vesyoly Magyar (The Happy Magyar, 68 Krasnoarmeiskaya
Ulitsa, tel. 377-5124) a café-restaurant that conjures up the best
of stick-to-your-ribs Hungarian cuisine in cozy surroundings
with Viennese coffee and pastries in an adjacent room. Another
must-try is McPeak’s, a Ekaterinburg tradition that mixes the
burger-and-fries concept with traditional double-size Urals pelmeni (try the forest mushroom ones!). McPeak’s has branches at
24/8 Prospekt Lenina and 24 Posadskaya Ulitsa as well as other
locations around town. Given that in Russia Asian cuisine usually
means sushi, Beijing Duck (60 Rosa Luxemburg Ulitsa, tel. 3777816) is a great little find — real Beijing duck with the sauce and
the pancakes plus charming service at reasonable prices.

A city that has the largest student population in Russia (by percentage) is certain to have good bars. Draft Guinness is on offer at
Old Dublin (23 Ulitsa Khokhryakova, tel. 376-5173/5813), where
service is still “Russian-style” (i.e. rather than ordering at the bar,
waitresses come to your table) but the food is pricey. A similar setup at more democratic prices is available at Irlandsky Dvorik (The
Irish Yard, 11 Ulitsa Malysheva, tel. 376-3544), which even has
pub quizzes on Saturday nights. If authentic food and beer are your
top priorities, you might opt for Gambrinus (87 Ulitsa Lunacharskogo, tel. 370-5853), which serves a range of Bohemia’s best beers
cask-drawn alongside steaming platefuls of Czech food. For those
taking the Trans-Siberian eastward, you have plenty of time to
party — your train doesn’t leave until 3:20 am… P

Visiting Ekaterinburg:
Time difference from Moscow: +2 hours.
City dialing code: +7 343
Getting there:
Both Ekaterinburg train station and airport are still known
by their Soviet-era name, Sverdlovsk, which is how they are
identified on timetables and tickets.
The special-service express train serving Ekaterinburg from
Moscow is #16, The Ural. It departs Moscow daily at 16:08 and
arrives in Ekaterinburg 26 hours later.
The following airlines have daily flights to the city:
Rossiya (from Vnukovo Airport), Aeroflot (from Sheremetevo-1),
Trans Aero (from Domodedovo Airport).
Staying there:
Ekaterinburg has hotels to suit every pocket. The Atrium Palace (44 Kuibysheva Ulitsa, tel. 359-5000) is a centrally located five-star hotel, while Fort (52 Uralskaya Ulitsa, tel. 3415509) is a new “mini-hotel.” There are also the three-star
Oktyabrskaya (17 Kovalevskoi, tel. 374-1595), a hotel formerly
for Communist Party officials that is now open to all, as well
as the two-star Bolshoi Ural (1 Krasnoarmeyskaya Ulitsa, tel.
350-6896), which is Soviet-style but well located.
April 2008
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Novodevichy Cemetery
text and photos Ian Mitchell

A

s it is the season of both Easter and spring, there can be few
places more worth a visit in Moscow than Novodevichy Cemetery, the second most-famous burial ground in Russia.
In the Soviet period, the greatest celebrities were buried alongside the Kremlin wall in Red Square, including Stalin, Dzerzhinsky,
Brezhnev, Gagarin, and John Reed, the American author of Ten
Days that Shook the World. But there is not much to see as there
are only twelve memorial statues arranged in a line behind a large,
box-like structure in red granite that dominates the square and
that should perhaps, reflecting the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
around the corner in the Alexandrovsky Gardens, be known as the
Tomb of the Well-Known Communist.
Novodevichy, by contrast, is a bit removed from the city, allowing it to exude an aura of sanctity and peace. It was opened in
1898 when the small cemetery inside the adjoining Novodevichy
(New Maiden) Convent had filled up. Even though today the new
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cemetery is also nearly full, a visitor last summer could nevertheless see there the freshly dug graves of Boris Yeltsin and Mstislav
Rostropovich.
President Vladimir Putin attended Rostropovich’s funeral,
which was significant since the musician had lived in self-imposed exile from the Soviet Union in protest at its restrictions on
cultural freedom during the whole period when Putin worked in
the KGB restricting that freedom. In recent years, though he had
homes in Russia, Rostropovich lived mainly in Paris. Despite
having being born in Baku, the famous cellist chose to be buried
in Moscow.
The range of other celebrities to find ultimate rest in Novodevichy is wide. Among cultural and political figures whose graves can
be visited there are Nikolai Gogol, Konstantin Stanislavsky, Fyodor
Chaliapin, Anton Chekhov, Dmitri Shostakovich, Alexander Scriabin, Svyatoslav Richter, David Oistrakh, Sergei Prokofiev, Galina
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Ulanova, Ilya Ehrenburg, Madame Furtseva, Nikita Khrushchev,
Nikolai Podgorny, Anastas Mikoyan, Andrei Gromyko, Madame
Dzerzhinsky, General Panfilov, Polina Zhemchuzhina (Molotov’s
wife), General Lebed, and Raisa Gorbachev.
At the cemetery gate, the visitor can buy a small chart with the
graves marked and an alphabetical list of the most famous names.
But so densely packed are the plots, and so lush is the vegetation,
that it is hard to find them all. Among the ones I tried but failed
to locate was, most grievously of all, Stalin’s wife, Nadezhda Alliluyeva. Others were Kropotkin, Alexandra Kollontai, Isaac Levitan, Mayakovsky, Molotov himself, and Ivan Maisky, the Soviet
ambassador in London before and during World War II.
Hard to miss because of their size were the graves of Brunov
the famous Russian clown who died not long ago and, more somberly, “Aircraft Ilyushin-18 (Yugoslavia 1961).” All the people on
the flight are named and therefore remembered, even if none of
their remains were identifiable.
The headstone that I particularly wanted to find was above an
unkempt, weed- and bramble-covered grave, which held the
remains of Vasily Vasilivich Ulrikh, the judge who presided over
most of the great show trials of the 1930s. Ulrikh was a Latvian,
whose father had been a German revolutionary and mother a
Russian aristocrat. He so enjoyed his work applying Stalin’s predetermined sentences that he often watched the executions he
had ordered, and occasionally carried them out himself.
In his book Assignment in Utopia, the left-wing American
journalist Eugene Lyons describes Ulrikh’s appearance in court
in terms that reflect exactly the faded but still discernible photograph in the middle of the otherwise unadorned, lichen-covered headstone. “In his round pudgy face the gods had modeled
a mask of impish, gloating cruelty. His flushed, overstuffed features were twisted continually into a grimace of brutal sarcasm...
That melon-face, hovering above the trial, sneering and jeering,
was a caricature of the very idea of justice.”
Despite this, Ulrikh’s body lies in consecrated ground, reflecting the Orthodox idea that there are no sheep and goats, some of
whom will be saved and others not, as in western Christianity, but
only sinners and other sinners. No one will get to heaven until the
most wretched among us has been gathered into the fold.
There can be few better illustrations of this generous-spirited
idea than the continuing presence of Ulrikh in the same cemetery
as the likes of Levitan, Ulanova, and Rostropovich: During the fat
Latvian’s time on the bench, 95,000 out of a total of 130,000
priests of the Orthodox Church were shot, and most of the rest
sent to the Gulag. May God rest his soul. P

How to get there:
Novodevichy Convent and Cemetery lies on the Moscow
river, a few hundred yards upstream from Luzhniki Stadium, a venue for the 1980 Olympic Games. Take the metro
to Sportivnaya on the red line. Walk east, that is with the
Moscow University building over your left shoulder, for
about a hundred yards until you come to Lyzhnitsky Proezd,
then look to your left, down towards the Third Ring Road,
which will be between you and the stadium. The cemetery
entrance is about 50 yards up from that road.
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Metro Feature

Notes From Underground IV:
The Dark Blue Line
text Ray Nayler
photos Anna Kuznetsova

T

he dark blue line, Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya, numbered 3 on the
scheme of the Moscow metro, opened on March 13, 1938 —
before the green line but as a part of the same expansion project,
Stage 2 of metro construction. What makes the dark blue line
even more complex is the fact that its present-day configuration
is significantly different from the original. Ever wondered why
there are two stations named Arbatskaya and two named Smolenskaya? It’s because the Arbatskaya and Smolenskaya stations
currently on the light blue line were originally stations of the dark
blue line. They were closed down and replaced by new stations,
and then reopened later as part of the light blue line.
For this article, we will explore the central stations of the dark

M. Arbatskaya
blue line from Kurskaya to Kievskaya. This route will allow us to
tour two of the original stations opened in 1938 as well as three
of the more elaborate late Stalinist stations completed just after
his death. These stations were destined to be some of the last of
this heavily ornamented type, which would soon, under Khrushchev, be abandoned in favor of the standard, utilitarian stations
known as “centipedes,” which differ only in the color of their tiles
and a limited number of cheap decorations. The early stations of
the Moscow metro are marked by two distinct factors above all
others: the rise of a fanatical cult of personality around the figure
of Joseph Stalin and the Great Patriotic War. Last month, we explored the green line down to Avtozavodskaya and saw a number
of prime examples of Great Patriotic War-era stations, including
Novokuznetskaya and Avtozavodskaya. The northeastern portion
of the dark blue line offers more of the same, so this month we’ll
concentrate on the central section.
Our tour begins at Kurskaya, which bears the classical ornamentation of the late 1930s. Built to serve the Kursky train terminal, this station is a triple-vaulted pylon station faced in gray
marble from Ufa, with a mosaic floor of gray, black, rose-tinted
and red marble. The arches are pseudo-Italianate, like many of
the early stations, and the vents are covered in
ornate metal grills with sconce-lamps protruding
from them. The design of this station is simple,
which contrasts starkly with the later stations.
But before we arrive at those, we must stop at
Ploshchad Revolyutsii, one of the most famous
and beloved Moscow metro stations of them all.
Ploshchad Revolyutsii was designed, like Mayakovskaya, Avtozavodskaya, and other stations,
by the architect Alexei Dushkin. This gorgeous
station is an underground gallery of statues by
the sculptor M.G. Manizer. Like the frescoes of
an Orthodox cathedral, the statues are both art
and teaching tool, seeking to illustrate visually the
Communist ideology of the day. Each figure represents an idealized citizen of the Soviet Union,
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beginning with the Revolution and the
Civil War and continuing through to the
“blossoming” of the Stalinist era. There is
a total of 76 statues in the station (there
were originally 80, and you can guess who
has been removed). Each statue except
for two is repeated a total of four times:
twice in each arch and on both sides of
the station. The exposition was meant to
begin at the western end of the station,
which originally had only one entrance,
the one onto Ploshchad Revolyutsii
(Revolution Square). The gallery begins
with revolutionaries — a bandoliered
worker carrying a grenade, and a revolutionary soldier. The next arch shows a
peasant in traditional reed sandals with
a bolt-action rifle and a revolutionary
sailor with a revolver that is constantly
being broken by vandals. Continuing on,
we find a female parachutist and a signalman from the Marat. The
next arch has a girl with a rifle displaying her badge for marksmanship along with a border guard and his dog. You’ll notice that
the dog’s nose is rubbed smooth and shiny from people touching
it for good luck. The display goes on with athletes and students,
parents and children, all of the pseudo-religious and idealized
type common to Socialist Realism. The rest of the station’s designs are simple, so as not to detract from the figures crouched
beneath the pylons. An interesting note to this station is that the
statues were evacuated to the Urals during the Siege of Moscow,
along with much of the city’s living population.
The next station along the line is Arbatskaya. Until 1953, trains
from Ploshchad Revolutsii went to Alexandrovsky Sad, a station
we will be discussing in next month’s issue. But beginning in
1953, the dark blue line was redirected via Arbatskaya and Smolenskaya to the dark blue station of Kievskaya, and this is the line
we will follow today through three of the last Stalin-vintage stations on the Moscow metro.
Arbatskaya opened a month after Stalin’s suspicious death.
One of the largest of the Moscow metro stations, second in length
only to Vorobyovy Gory, the ornamentation of Arbatskaya’s white
walls and ventilation grills is almost overwhelming, with flowers everywhere and vegetal chandeliers and lamps, a Stalinist
Baroque masterpiece that Stalin himself never saw in operation.
The station’s architecture was recently beautifully restored, and
the white walls of the passageways and central platform blend
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Belorusskaya
M. Smolenskaya
smoothly with the palatial above-ground pavilion. Everything
about this station says excess and grandeur, making clear Stalin’s
imperial visions for Russia and rendering the station even more
ironic in its hyperbole.
Smolenskaya is clearly done in the Empire style, with fluted
columns at the four corners of its pylons, decorative classical
cornices, and a black-and-white marble floor pattern that reminds one of nothing so much as a Roman temple. The western
end of the station contains a white marble alto-relievo by Georgi
Motovilov depicting the Red Army in battle, clearly seeking to
tie Soviet ideology in with earlier classical civilizations; roman
shields and helmets decorate the station’s above-ground pavilions. The triumphal arches leading to the station from the Garden
Ring, and the pavilion itself, call to mind Napoleon’s neo-classical Parisian structures, but the overall design of the station is
geometrical and harmonious, a distinct relief after the gaudiness
of Arbatskaya. Like Arbatskaya, Smolenskaya is one of the deeper
stations on the line, built during the Cold War to serve as a bomb
shelter and bunker in the case of nuclear attack. Until the construction of Park Pobedy in 2003, this was the deepest station on
the Moscow metro.
The terminal station of the Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya line until
2003, Kievskaya is another quasi-Baroque, fanatical masterpiece
of late Stalinism, featuring white Ural marble on the walls, patterned tile, and ceiling panels depicting an idealized version of
Soviet Ukrainian life. A huge mosaic at the end of the station platform commemorates the 300th anniversary of the
unification of Russia and Ukraine. This station is
representative of a number of Moscow metro
themes: Socialist Realism, pseudo-religious iconography (note the gold in the background of many
panels, making them look suspiciously like church
icons), and the idealization of the Soviet Union’s
ethnic republics. It is unclear how far this increasingly ornamental and exaggerated style would have
gone, if Stalin had lived longer, but the vagaries of
history ended it here. And this is a suitable place to
end our trip on the dark blue line across the center
of Moscow. P

Plashchad
Revolutcii

Next month, we’ll ride the stations of the light blue
line and a bonus — the Moscow monorail.

M. Arbatskaya
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The Real Socialist Realism
text Olga Slobodkina-von Br Ø mssen

Violin at the Cemetery
1969

Still Life with Fish and Pravda
1968

I

n the 1960s, during the Khrushchev era, a “thaw” in Soviet
cultural life brought about emancipation for artists, and creative thought began to break through the earlier restrictions on
personal artistic expression. New artists and new ideas began
to bloom. Freedom was soon followed by Brezhnev’s stagnation
period, but before stagnation bested creative freedom, there was
an upsurge of new energy, hope and creative impulse.
One of the most important artistic names of the 1960s and 1970s
was Oscar Rabin. In contrast to Dmitry Krasnopevtsev, profiled in
Passport’s February issue, who was a virtual hermit and art world
outsider, and Anatoly to Zverev, profiled in the March issue, who
was never far from the public eye, Oscar Rabin was both an artist
and a public figure. He gathered artists around himself, forming
artistic movements, the best-known being the famous exhibition of underground art at Belyayevo, Moscow, on September 15,
1974, forever to be known as the “bulldozer exhibition.”
Rabin gathered artists at his house in Lianozovo, on the outskirts of Moscow, forming a circle that later became known as the
Lianozovo Group. Lianozovo became a defining symbol of a different impulse in art, an impulse that opposed the Soviet regime
and the idiocy of the state-sanctioned youth movement, Komsomol (Young Communist League).
Rabin became the uncontested leader of the Moscow underground
art movement. After the Moscow Festival of Youth and Students in
1957, there was heated discussion about “which way to go.” Artists
Yevgeny Kropivnitsky, Nikolai Vechtomov, Vladimir Nemukhin and
his wife, Lidia Masterkova, along with poets Igor Kholin, Genrikh
Sapgir, and Vsevolod Nekrasov were the nucleus of this group.
18
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1972
In 1968 Rabin painted “Still Life with Fish and Pravda.” In his
book Three Lives he wrote that, although he was accused of being
anything but a realist, he believed “Still Life with Fish and Pravda”
was realistic in the best sense of the word. “I was reproached
for my still lifes, for vodka bottles, and for a herring sitting on a
newspaper. But haven’t you ever drunk vodka with a herring? At
all the feasts, including the official ones, one drinks vodka. Nothing doing…” But from the point of view of the Communist Party,
this painting mocked the Pravda newspaper, the main Communist
Party mouthpiece, by comparing it, and therefore the Party, with
a bottle of vodka and a herring. The juxtaposition of images insulted the Soviet heroic reality.
On September 15, 1974, Rabin organized an exhibition of underground art on a piece of vacant land at Belyayevo. In the Soviet
Union there was the official art of socialist realism, which was
very well funded by the state. In contrast, there was nonofficial
art, very much frowned upon and suppressed. At the beginning
of Soviet rule, artists in the nonofficial school included Filonov,
Malevich, and Tyshler. Later on, it also included Tselkov, Rabin,
Plavinsky, Nemukhin, Kropivnitsky, Rukhin, Weisberg, Zverev,
and Yakovlev. These artists resisted the huge and powerful influence of Soviet control over artistic expression.
As a phenomenon, underground art was brought to life by the
energy of resistance, nonconformism and opposition to the Soviet state and its mandated socialist realism tradition. Almost
every piece that dates back to that period is a cry of protest, a
satirical portrait of a pathological society. For example, Rabin’s
painting “Unexpected Joy” is a portrayal of the Holy Virgin icon
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Visa to Cemetery
2004
Matsot with Roses
2001

Nepravada
1975

Russian Landscape with Train Cars
1997
of the same name against the background of a winter landscape
crisscrossed by high-voltage wires. In this paintaing, the feeling of unease and depression, the dominant mood of Brezhnev’s
stagnation period, is rendered perfectly.
The exhibition acquired the name of “bulldozer exhibition” because the authorities used bulldozers to destroy the art by crushing the works displayed. Foreign correspondents photographed
the event, which soon became a world-famous scandal. The episode made the Soviet official stance on art look so pathetic in the
eyes of world public opinion that the authorities were forced to
allow the nonconformists and other “formalists” and “lefts” to
organize another exhibition, this time in Izmailovsky Park. It was
an incredible sight: artists holding their works formed a line while
above the artists on a hill stood rows of police and KGB agents.
Of course, the authorities remembered that exhibition for a long
time. It was their disgrace and defeat, while it was a victory for
Rabin and his friends.
However, this victory cost Rabin tremendously. At first he was
put under house arrest and later was sent to prison. Rabin wrote:
“I’m not afraid of prison. And I know for sure that I’ll never emigrate.” Rabin did not know that the question of leaving his beloved country had already been decided in the offices of the KGB.
Rabin and his wife, Valentina, were permitted to make a trip to the
West. While abroad, they were deprived of their Soviet citizenship. Such was the fate of an artist who was courageous enough
to create art as a protest against a repressive regime. Their story
is similar to the plight of opera singer Galina Vishnevskaya and
cellist Mstislav Rostropovich, and like that famous couple, Rabin

and Kropivnitskaya had their citizenship restored in the 1990s.
Rabin was 50 years old by this time, and he thought it was too
late to start over in the new reality of a post-Soviet Russia. The
artists settled in Paris, not far from the Pompidou Center. Rabin
never wanted to emigrate and neither was he an aggressive defender of human rights. Although he was a kind and mild-tempered individual, his works are full of sarcasm and irony toward
Soviet reality.
In March of 2001, Oscar Rabin was celebrated in simultaneous
exhibitions in Paris and New York. The artist said, “Frankly speaking, I can’t waste my energy on the organization of my exhibitions.
I wait until somebody offers a show to me. That’s how it was at
the Monde d’Art Gallery. Its owner organized everything and was
paying me for one year so that I could work quietly.” A New York
gallery also exhibited the works of Rabin and Kropivnitskaya, and
there is interest in the artists in Russia as well. When Rabin’s
exhibition was organized in the Museum of Private Collections
last year, it was widely covered by the media. The artist expressed
his artistic credo: “A real artist remains himself wherever his fate
takes him. This is a happy opportunity to talk about things that
worry you most of all. And if your expressive medium reaches a
level where other people can share your rapture, sadness, sorrow, and thoughts, you are doing all right.”
The lofty symbolism of Rabin’s art is based on gloomy reality.
His art is often compared with that of Marc Chagall, but the comparison is, of course, equivocal. Rabin will remain an original artist who reflected the Soviet world truthfully and in a manner that
will be defined only in the future. P
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Andrei Bartenev
text Vladimir Kozlov
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A

ndrei Bartenev is well-known on the international contempo- is up to the individual artist whether to address controversial porary art scene. His recent exhibition, Disco-Nexion, at London’s litical or social issues. “If an artist wants his paintings to talk about
Riflemaker Gallery earned him acclaim, with British art critics social issues, let them,” Bartenev explained, adding that he is perpointing out “the hidden depths” behind Bartenev’s garish, disco- sonally interested in creative ideas rather than political ones.
themed collages and installations.
Bartenev said that his participation in a contest to design a
A native of Norilsk, a Russian city located inside the Arctic Circle, monument to Russia’s first president, Boris Yeltsin, had nothing
Bartenev has a reputation for versatility. He has designed clothes, to do with politics. “What I proposed was just an object of beauty,
created paintings, collages and installations and participated in art a fountain, without any social drama. I had no hopes, though, that
performances. “Art is a creative outlet for me, and I don’t care in my project would actually win, be realized and installed in Moscow.
what forms it expresses itself,” he said, adding that his reliance on It was just a pretext for me to get the idea into some presentable
a mixture of different art forms dates from childhood.
form — namely, a 3-D model.”
“As a child, I made models from plasticine,”
Despite
being
the artist recalled. “Then I began combining If you discover an island, you have to labeled by domesthose models with animals. I would make
news and arts
give it a name; you have to name all tic
a plasticine bonnet for a cat and plasticine
commentators as
houses for mice. Also, I liked to cut stuff with the seas and oceans around it.
“the eccentric king
scissors, and I still like making collages and
of glamour” — and
have made a lot of them.”
his participation in the high-profile Glamour and Antiglamour ex“It was some kind of compulsion,” Bartenev admitted. “I cannot hibition held last August at Moscow’s Kino Gallery — the artist
explain what made me, as a child, grab scissors, cut images and said the word “glamour” doesn’t mean much to him. “This is just a
glue them into notebooks. But I know that the process gave me journalistic stereotype.”
a thrill, and remodeling everything I could put my hands on has
Bartenev’s relations with the Russian art community have been
become natural for me. And that applies not only to magazines and strained over the last few years. “I’m sure [my audience] is not the
books, which I use as material for collages, but to objects in my Russian art community,” he said. “For the last five years, I haven’t
performances. It also applies to the way I think and move in space. done any large art performances in Russia, only in New York and
Everything I do has this element of synthesis to it.”
Europe. I’ll curate exhibition projects by young artists here, but I
The artist has retained this versatility to this day. “I am currently won’t do my own projects.”
working on a new book project with the Moscow-based publishing
Bartenev said that the current situation on the domestic art scene,
house Agey Tomesh/WAM,” he said. “It’s an album on the design where the state supports primarily conservative and traditional art,
of matchbox labels, and it is largely based on my own huge col- is not good for the development of society in general.
lection of matchbox labels. The book is expected to come out in
“In America or Western Europe, they have already passed through
September, and its release will be accompanied by an exhibition of periods of totalitarian approaches of this kind, and they understand
matches and matchbox labels.”
that the more tolerant the market is and the more tolerant the audiAs part of the Moscow International Youth Biennale this summer, ence is, the better for society. In a tolerant atmosphere, you always
Bartenev will curate an exhibition called SOUVENIRS NLO OSLOKI- find understanding journalists and art critics and sufficient audiNO UFO. “In this project, astronomy and UFOs are used as a basis ences. All that gives society a huge potential for development.”
for abstract fantasy,” Bartenev explained. “I hope this will provide
The artist waxes a bit nostalgic when speaking about the 1990s:
artists with new material and bases for new visual statements.”
“In the 1990s, people had hope for some sort of freedom, and evAmong the artist’s other upcoming projects are plans are to eryone worked to the limits of their talent and understanding of
write a children book using his own poems and performances at freedom. Now everyone knows what they should do and what they
the Guggenheim and Metropolitan museums in New York. Accord- shouldn’t do. In the 1990s, everyone was creating the norms by
ing to Bartenev, despite his considerable international experience themselves, just like discovering new lands. If you discover an isand recognition, he is still viewed abroad as a Russian artist. “In land, you have to give it a name, you have to name all the seas and
any case, there’s a national component in my art,” Bartenev com- oceans around it. Now everything has its name, and it’s too clearly
mented, adding that recent international controversies about Rus- stated what belongs to whom.”
sia may help to pique interest in Russian artists. “They
Despite these attitudes toward the Russian art world,
think [my art] may also be a Russian controBartenev is hopeful about domestic audiences. “The auversy!”
dience here is not much different from elsewhere in
Bartenev’s garish, extravagant works and
the world, and there is certainly an audience here
gaudy, provocative clothing have occafor contemporary art. If someone wants to see
sionally led to controversy, making him a
what I’m doing in America or Europe, they can
popular subject in glossy magazines and
see it on YouTube and elsewhere on the Internet.
society events. According to the artist,
This is a powerful information channel these
contemporary art should have a condays.” P
Contact information:
troversial component to
www.riflemaker.org
it, although it
http://bartenev.ru/
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The Presidential Baton Passes to the Bear
text James Blake

W

hen it comes to economic issues, Russia’s new president
will have some big shoes to fill. As chair of state oil giant
Gazprom and as first deputy prime minister, he has been a party
to Russia’s economic growth. But with clouds looming over the
global economic landscape, he’s going to have his work cut out
for him if he’s to continue Russia’s economic transformation.
When Dmitri Medvedev is inaugurated as Russia’s new president early in May, the contrast with his predecessor’s elevation
— and the business and economic circumstances surrounding it
— could not be starker. Back in 2000, Vladimir Putin inherited an
economy which was widely viewed as a laughing stock: dilapidated industry, impoverished people, wracked with debts. Since
then the economic and business transformation has been little
short of miraculous.
If, as critics suggest, it has all been on the back of spiraling energy costs, then Dmitry Medvedev, the new president, has been
at the center of making sure Russia maximizes the opportunities
that have come its way. As the recent chair of Gazprom he has
overseen its rise as a global energy major, and as first deputy
prime minister he has been a key part of plans to make sure that
Russia gets the best out of its energy-fueled boom and lays down
plans for making the country a more significant player on the
global business and economic scene.
All this means that the change at the top should be good news
for business. In his speech at the Krasnoyarsk Economic Forum
just a few weeks before the March 2 election, Medvedev outlined
some key economic policy themes. The areas he chose to address, including proposals to beef up Russia’s prominence on
world markets by promoting Moscow as a financial center and
greater international use of the ruble, augur well for Russia’s economic future.
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But it was his emphasis on changes to the way Russia approaches business that attracted the most attention: calls for a
culture of greater entrepreneurialism, an emphasis on the business acumen of those appointed to top posts at state corporations, a renewed focus on stimulating Russia’s small-business
sector. All if this makes for easy listening, but concrete steps are
what the business world is waiting to see.
The macroeconomic world Medvedev is about to enter is also
changing rapidly — for the worse. Whereas President Putin was
able to reap the benefit of eight years of relatively constant global
growth, it is becoming increasingly obvious that the economic
future outside of Russia is starting sour, and sour in ways that
could hit home in Russia. This isn’t to say that the outlook for
Russia is necessarily grim, but it does mean that plans to boost
Russia’s economy further need to progress beyond the conceptual stage and start becoming reality.
In the immediate term there’s a credit crunch unfolding across
the world, from which Russia isn’t immune. However there is
something of an upside here for the domestic economy in that the
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Central Bank and the government have the capacity to ensure that
liquidity isn’t as serious an issue inside the country as it seems to
be abroad. Russia doesn’t have a sub-prime crisis, and Russian
banks aren’t the ones seeing their investments in collateralized
debt obligations evaporate.
That said, some Russian companies are — or may be looking
to become — large borrowers on the international scene. Since
the cost of this is significantly higher than it was just a short time
ago, the flood of Russian companies listing internationally over
the next few years is sure to slow.
Possibly the biggest economic issue President Medvedev will
have to come to grips with is inflation. After disastrous figures for
2007 (12 percent for the year), the government’s 2008 forecast
of 8 percent has effectively been blown out of the water already:
January and February alone posted a net 3.5 percent. The pressure comes from a range of sources — vast capital inflows driving demand, which local production and distribution networks
simply aren’t coping with, and a society that still largely looks to
spend as soon as it can.
In the coming months, increases in the price of domestic gas
will start to trickle down, affecting a range of industrial sectors.
On top of this, there’s a changed global outlook on food prices
and a range of other commodities as well.
In the short term the massive amounts being outlaid by the
government to improve infrastructure across the country, from
railways and roads, to airports, and sea ports, as well as a massive ramp up of government expenditure in general only add to the
extra cash and demand for goods. In the longer term the end results will alleviate critical production and distribution bottlenecks
and make for a more efficient economy, as will the large sums
being invested in new production capacity across the country.
The new President has an interest in Russia’s agricultural sector, and this in itself may be quite opportune. It’s been a longstanding sector of underinvestment in Russia, meaning that large
amounts of productive capacity have not been utilized effectively,
while Russian consumers dine out on imports. It has also been a
significant factor for Russian inflation and one felt most noticeably at the lower end of the socioeconomic spectrum. Bringing
more productive capacity on line will help ease the pressure as
well as lighten Russia’s import bill at a time when agricultural
produce worldwide is hitting prices not seen in more than a generation.
Of course, the key determinant of Russia’s economic profile at
the moment is energy. With oil now having passed the $100 per
barrel mark it seems the age of higher energy costs, if not peak
oil, is certainly upon us. Economic growth in developing nations
(particularly China) is expected to continue, meaning that supply
is increasingly strained and that those nations which have it can
cash in. It has been the underpinning of Russia’s recent economic
boom, but certainly not the whole story, and can be expected to
continue. The Medvedev government, however, will face renewed
calls for some change to the taxation arrangements applying to
the oil majors in order to stimulate further domestic production.
They are not getting the headline prices one sees, and this means
they are not getting the signals to stimulate further exploration
and development. At a time when the focus of Russian energy exploration is increasingly shifting to more difficult locations, and
particularly offshore, this could hold the key to keeping the goose
laying the golden egg.
The money not going into oil company exploration is going into
the budget’s bottom line. The new government will come under
renewed pressure to spend more of it than it has under President

Putin, who traditionally allowed the liberals in his ministry to run
the economic portfolios and a tight budget accordingly.
For the Medvedev government the economic balancing act will
be to continue investing in economic productivity while ensuring
that the investment does not generate too much inflation and is
accountable. If this can be achieved, the new president’s longerterm goals of business cultural change and economic diversification become far more likely, and the investment levels needed to
overhaul Russian production more certain.
Ultimately, Dmitri Medvedev, when he takes over the reins from
Vladimir Putin, has the task ahead of him. If his government can
cement the achievements of its predecessor and bring about the
reforms he has pointed to, Russia’s 21st-century golden age can
continue, with more ordinary Russians getting a piece of the pie.
He has the experience of being part of the success up until now,
but from here on in he takes responsibility for it. P
James Blake is a business news editor at Russia Today.
He lives in Moscow.
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Real Estate

Olympic Fever In Sochi
text Olga Mironenko

Real estate prices in Sochi have now exceeded all predictions. The scale of the
building projects under way in the city and the surrounding areas is truly amazing, though, unsurprisingly the development is concentrated along a coastal
strip, about 500 to 800 meters from the sea itself.

N

owadays those keeping abreast of the Russian real estate
scene will hardly be surprised to hear that the Sochi market
is one of the most dynamic in the country. Sochi, whose status
as Russia’s only subtropical seaside resort has earned the nickname “Russia’s dacha,” has become a sought-after brand. In
fact, owning property in Sochi became fashionable just a couple
of years ago thanks to the Russian business and political elite
and some celebrities’ examples. Now there are many people who
would like to watch the Olympics from their own window and are
eager to pay to do it.
Acquiring real estate in Sochi promises profit as well as pretige. The market dynamics, namely the demand for high-quality luxury projects, perfectly testifies to that statement. And yet
enthusiasts claim there are some things money can’t buy, even in
the property market. The outlook for Sochi extends beyond 2014
and being just a venue for international exhibitions, conventions,
economic fairs, and summits. We might be witnessing the birth
of a new center for both business and leisure.
The reasons for this sudden rush are quite simple. To start
with, Sochi’s geographical location and, hence, its climatic conditions are, indeed, unique — the city stretches along 145 km of
the Black Sea coast and boasts 260 sunny days. And then there’s
brand recognition. Its best PR agent is soon-to-be-former President Vladimir Putin, who keeps a summer residence there and
has held multiple summits by the seashore rather than in bustling
Moscow. Broad media coverage arouses even more interest in the
sunny city. In addition, Sochi has a reputation as an honest place
to do business, as yet relatively untouched by fraud.
But the most obvious reason for the surge of interest in Sochi
is the Olympics in 2014, and the Games’ main contribution is less
the event itself than a way to push Russia to start developing the
infrastructure of its south, making it a pleasant destination for
people and their money.
According to Putin, more than $12 billion will have been invested in Sochi by 2014, including $8 million to modernize the
city’s infrastructure, which may take a miracle.
Last but not least, Sochi is adjacent to a great ski resort, Krasnaya Polyana, which is currently open only in winter but which a
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federal program intends to operate year-round. A new tunnel has
already been built to address part of the problem of getting there,
and a light metro is planned for Ashtyrskoe Canyon. Interestingly enough, Gazprom is building a five-star hotel at Krasnaya
Polyana. This gives us a hint of what city in Russia is nowadays
considered to be worth investing in.
A curious fact about the Sochi property market is that it depends greatly on the Moscow one. In fact, most investors in Sochi
real estate come from Moscow, and profits on Sochi investments
are beginning to rival those of Moscow. But naturally, there are
differences between these two markets. First off, in Sochi there is
no such thing as “suburbs” or “countryside” — the city stretches
along the coast, one district bleeding into the next without any
real separation, making it impossible to determine where the city
ends.
Thus, in contrast to Moscow with its clear city-versus-outside
distinction, access to transport and proximity to the sea are the
main determinants of the prestige of a property. Other factors, of
course, include view and infrastructure.
Secondly, infill housing prevails here, since 94 percent of the
territory is national park. Since construction is permitted only in
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limited areas, compact multistory developments are the best option rather than single-story houses popular in the countryside.
In other words, the thing that makes Sochi so pretty and desireable — its natural surroundings — is exactly what creates
obstacles to development. What makes Sochi special is that
mountains divided it into several “oases,” and one such “oasis”
can easily be further split into districts.
As far as the city’s districts, at present Hostinsky, which includes everything from the Mamaika to the Mazest neighborhoods as well as the city center, is considered one of the best.
Another excellently rated neighborhood is Krasnaya Polyana,
where the ski resort is, which, as previously mentioned, is now
getting substantial federal financial assistance. Further down on
the desirability list are Central, Adlersky, and Lazarevsky. (This
is something you might want to keep in mind when choosing the
location of your own sunlit window on the Olympics.)
Probably the best thing about the forthcoming Olympic Games is
that the federal government decided to assign a pretty large amount
of money to return Sochi its fancy looks. A special program set for
four years will rid the city of unsightly dormitories and tumbledown
huts and renovate housing stock and such public institutions as
hospitals and libraries — basically, the entire infrastructure. Sochi Mayor Viktor Kolodyazhny even invited Bulgarian experts to
help renew the rail links and highways leading to and from the city.
In connection with all this road work, problems getting into (and
therefore, out of) Sochi are expected. Roads, an eternal Russian
frustration, was this time addressed quite seriously.
This year began with the construction of a ring road around the
city, which, according to Kolodyazhny, will be a tollway. Another
project to carry out is repairing the highway to Krasnaya Polyana
and building a number of high-speed routes leading to major stadiums. City officials proudly state that, in all, 580 kilometers of
road surface will have been built and renovated.
Never before has Sochi experienced such a challenge to use
so much money or to change so fast. But there’s obviously a lot
of faith in the city’s future. The investors’ list is by no means
limited to the government: Given the amount of money giants as
Gazprom, Basel, and Inteko have already poured into real estate
development, Sochi is serious business in the private sector. Basel alone has invested $2 billion, not including an airport they
intend to build.
After Sochi was officially announced the Olympic capital of
2014, local experts noticed a spike in property prices. Some forecast that it will double for housing as well as for the land itself.
Some report an average price of $5000 per square meter, the
cost of real estate in Sochi has surpassed Moscow, while others
estimate that Moscow still leads at 29% more expensive. In any

event, all analysts agree that the two figures are gradually leveling out, especially given the recent slump in Sochi prices about
three months ago. As real estate experts have it, one reason for
the slump is that legal entities have been deprived of the right to
own land, which was substituted for long-term rent. But current
stagnation in Sochi is set against a background of property markets growth in Russia’s largest cities — Moscow, St. Petersburg,
Rostov, Yekaterinburg, Chelyabinsk. Another factor is the lack
of any general plan for development in the city, and vagueness
translates into investor trepidation.

But the experts’ forecast is unlikely to be over-optimistic. They
maintain that demand for land will rebound soon — real estate here
is valuable not only due to the Olympics but because of what the
city will soon become. Surely, there will be problems to be overcome, such as unconstrained land-price growth, especially concerning Krasnaya Polyana and Imeretinskaya Bay. Prices are likely
to keep growing. Now 100 square meters along the federal route
costs around 20,000 euros, dropping to about 10,000 to 15,000
euros further away from the center, so now is a good time to buy.
Apart from that, as all local property agents point out, there’s a
huge need for a detailed plan for Sochi development and a great
necessity for city branding, something that would give it publicity
independent of the 2014 Olympics. Sochi has its own past and its
own future, of which the Olympic is just a part.
But still, after all the renovation is done, with the help of money and some time, Sochi has every chance of becoming a worldclass resort. After winning the Olympic bid in July 2007, it obviously gained much more. If you see your future in somewhere
warm under the sun, breathing the Black Sea breeze and strolling
along palm-tree lined avenues, maybe now is the time to have a
go at it. P
Olga Mironenko is a Moscow-based writer and translator.
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Interview

Sports: Not Just Fun and Games!
Interview with Dmitri Svishchov
text Mary Bennett
Since the announcement that Sochi was selected to host the 2014 Winter Games,
the subject of Russian athletics has come to the fore. The outlook for Russian winter
sports, in particular, is rosy, from the construction of new sports complexes to the
nurturing of new talent. In short, the government has big plans for the Russian sports
scene, and at the helm are people like State Duma Deputy Dmitri Svishchov. In addition to serving as deputy chair of the Duma’s Committee on Sport and Physical Culture, Dmitri Alexandrovich is also vice president of the Downhill Skiing and Snowboard
Federation of Russia. A graduate of the Russian Government’s Financial Academy, Mr.
Svishchov has some concerns about the 2014 Games. He took some time out of his
schedule to speak with Passport.
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Interview
Before you were elected to the Duma, you were a businessman,
and you also founded an amateur downhill ski club. What made
you want to become a Duma deputy?
Being a deputy is an enormous responsibility and a challenge.
At 38, I think it’s too early to stop moving forward. There are a lot
of things to be done, and I feel I have the energy and enthusiasm
to do them.
Why the Committee on Sport and Physical Culture?
I have been an athlete my entire life, and I’ve been a professional skier. I really want to improve the current situation in Russia
with physical culture, especially as we stand at the threshold of the
2014 Olympic Games. Today there are about 120 downhill skiing
areas in Russia, which can meet only about 10 percent of potential
demand. In 1999 we created the New League Club to support
the Russian national team, and that was just the first step. Now
we have ice-skating rinks open to everyone, we started a school
for children at Meteor Stadium, which is run by former skating
world champion Maria Butyrskaya. Recently the Federation held
the World Cup for Freestyle on Moscow’s Sparrow Hills.
What do you see as the next steps toward increasing the popularity of sports in Russia?
It is a long and thorny path. First, it is a question of increasing
public awareness of the health benefits of sports. In Soviet times,
we accomplished a lot in this respect – we had a robust culture of
mass sport then. But when we lost the propaganda, the public lost
its appreciation for the value of participating in sports. We have
made progress in the last several years, and these positive steps
need to be supported by legislative measures such as passing
the Law on Physical Culture and Sport, which promote the development of sports programs in schools, among other things.
The younger generation is a high priority in this task. Legislation
in other areas – such as land use and labor – is also important
to the achievement of our goal – to help promote sports in the
workplace, to construct athletic facilities.
And you have already started to make progress toward implementation of these plans. Can you talk about the Sheregesh complex?
In 2005, in the Shoria Mountains in the southern Altai, the
Federation of Downhill Skiing and Snowboard of Russia, along
with a number of large investors, broke ground on Sheregesh,

a state-of-the-art sports and entertainment complex. The plan
is for the complex to serve as the Russian team’s training facility for the 2014 Games. Now the sports part is finished and in
March hosted an international skiing competition, the Cup of Two
Presidents. The reference is to the presidents of Russia and Kazakhstan, which organized the event, but skiers from all over the
world were invited to participate. The competition will be good
practice for our local talent.
Do you think you’ll ever get bored with politics and working to
promote Russian sports?
I know from experience that you should never say never, but I
don’t think so. If I do, though, I think I will always have thousands
of other things to keep me busy. P
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Rebuilding Russia

The Changing Face of Moscow
text James Brooke
James Brooke is director of external relations and special
projects for Russia and the CIS at Jones Lang LaSalle.

F

or the last half century, Moscow’s skyline has been frozen in
time, defined by the neo-Gothic spires of the Seven Sisters,
the ring of postwar highrises erected by Stalin, the last tsar of
Moscow to try to compete with New York.
Blink your eyes. By 2020, Moscow will boast the 10 tallest skyscrapers in Europe.
Two are already up. The steel canyons of Moskva-City clang
with the construction of new towers.
A few miles to the east, Crystal Island, a swirling mountain of
glass four times the size of the Pentagon, is to rise within a decade. Looking like a space station parked by the Moscow River,
the project is touted by Norman Foster, its British architect, as the
“world’s largest inhabited building.”
To the west, construction begins this spring on Rublyovskaya
Riviera, a new town of 1,300 apartments. To the north, a Singapore fund is financing Yaroslavsky, a development of 50 highrises
Reconstruction plan for Domodedovo, currently the
country’s busiest airport
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to house 50,000 people. To the south, a Kazakh group is building
Eurasia City, a $15 billion new town for 150,000 inhabitants that is
to rise near Domodedovo, now the nation’s busiest airport.
With a decade, travelers leaving Moscow by land will be able
to choose between German-made bullet trains making two hour
runs to St. Petersburg or the family car which will cruise up an
American-style toll highway at 120 kilometers per hour. This
road is to be part of a new network linking Moscow with the millioniki, the 10 regional capitals with populations over 1 million.
Air travelers exploring Russia, the world’s largest country, will
move through an archipelago of newly built airport terminals and
international chain hotels.
Welcome to the era of Rebuilding Russia.
The Kremlin’s goal is to spend $1 trillion on infrastructure renewal by 2020.
“This is the world’s largest investment program outside China,
and, unlike China, Russia is not going it alone,’’ Daniel Thorniley,
Russia specialist for the Economist Intelligence Unit, wrote recently. “It wants public-private investment — from private Russian investors.”
In Russia, 80 percent of the investment money is to come from
private business and from foreign investors.
This will mean work for construction companies from Austria,
China, Germany, South Korea, and Turkey. Emblematic of this
trend was a partnership signed in December between SistemaHals and Hebei Construction Group, of China.
Renaissance Capital breaks down the $1 trillion goal as follows: $560 billion on roads, $317 billion on railroads, $70 billion
on electric power generation, $33 billion on ports, and $10 billion
on airports.

Rebuilding Russia
From the government side, the money
“We are working on the High Speed
is in the bank. This spring, Russia’s savDiameter project,’’ Lund said, referring
ings from oil and gas sales total almost
to St. Petersburg’s ring road. “We will
$650 billion. In February, Thorniley told
soon be seeing a highway from St. Pea gathering of company executives at the
tersburg to Moscow. It is only a matter
Ritz-Carlton: “Russia is now the stronof time.’’
gest economy in the world.’’
Lund is scouring Russia to buy cement
Russia’s construction drive is a complants to feed one of Basic Element’s
bination of cash on hand and pressing
biggest projects — construction of the
needs to replace infrastructure built durOlympic Village and skating rinks for the
ing the Brezhnev years.
2014 Winter Games in Sochi.
“The potential returns for upgradThe $12 billion Olympics is the billing infrastructure could be very large,’’
board project for a series of other megawrote Eduard Faritov, author of the Reprojects planned across Russia.
naissance Capital report Investing in
In Vladivostok, $6 billion is to be spent
the Future: Infrastructure boom in Ruson hotels, highways and a bay bridge for
sia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan. This Rusa summit in 2012 of Pacific Basin leadsian investment bank, a pioneer tenant
ers. In St. Petersburg, Gazprom plans
of Moskva-City, recently formed a joint
to build a quarter-mile high tower with
venture with Macquarie Bank, an Ausenough space for 10,000 office workers.
tralia-based firm with world experience
In Sochi, regional authorities recently
in managing public private partnerships.
approved the construction in the Black
“On some measures, more than half of
Sea of “Federation Island.” Built in the
Russia’s railways, roads and airports are
shape of Russia, this $6 billion, 330fully depreciated.’’
hectare development is to be completed
“Russia’s road capacity per person is
in time for the Olympics. In Moscow, the
less than one seventh of that of Canada,’’
$12 billion Moskva-City highrise project
Faritov wrote, drawing on government
is to contain three times the floor space
Plan for the Russia Tower in Moscow
statistics. “In 1992, Russia had 1,302
of all of London’s Canary Wharf.
operational airports. Today it has 351.’’
America’s subprime mortgage crisis is
In 2006, Russia spent only 1 percent of its GDP on roads, far expected to have only an indirect impact on Russia’s construcbelow the 4 percent in Britain and 3.7 percent in France. During tion drive. Almost all of Russia’s big projects, such as Moskvathe five years that ended in 2006, Russia’s paved road network City, are financed with Russian money.
actually shrank by 5 percent, or 35,000 kilometers.
The main driver for the rebuilding of Russia is the economic
“We look at that $1 trillion, and between airports, roads and transformation of the nation. Today, about 20 percent of Russia’s
railroads, we can see the construction equipment market doubling 144 million people are middle-class. By 2020, the middle class
each year,’’ said Robert Drooglever, general director of Caterpillar portion should be 50 to 70 percent of a population of 140 million,
CIS. “Our guess is that the construction equipment industry will according to different government forecasts. In real numbers,
hit $2 billion in sales in 2008. It is huge.”
this means an expansion
Douglas Lund, construction materials manager for Basic Ele- of customers for Russian
ment, predicts that road construction in Russia will dwarf any- shopping centers rising
thing seen recent years in Europe.
from 30 million today to 70
“Portugal, Greece, Spain — they have all put in new highway to 90 million by 2020.
networks,’’ Lund said. “But you are talking about very small counWith the money in the
tries. All the major cities of Russia have to be connected.’’
bank, political stability in
Dmitri Medvedev, Russia’s president-elect, may prove to be place, and a popular conRussia’s Dwight D. Eisenhower, presiding over the creation of the sensus on the need to
nation’s first interstate highway system.
catch up with Western Europe, the time has come in
Russia to pour cement.
Residential housing construction in Moscow
“After enduring a very
traumatic century, Russia
is going to play major
catch-up with the rest of
the world for the next few
decades,’’ Alexei Zabotkin,
chief strategist for Deutsche
Bank, told a group of Yale
business school students
who came to Moscow in
January to learn where
Russia is heading. P
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Cover Story

Orthodox Easter
text Ian Mitchell

L

aurens van der Post, one of the forgotten geniuses of Russian
travel writing, describes in his 1964 book Journey into Russia
the experience of hearing Russian choral music. It sounded, he
said, “as if it had come from a long way away, and still had a long
way to go.” Music is the glory of the Orthodox Church, no more so
than at Easter, the highpoint of the ecclesiastical calendar, which
this year falls on 27 April.
It is not necessary to be Orthodox to go to church in Moscow,
of course, but it is better if the visitor understands something of
the tradition that gives life to the rituals. A little bit of history is
helpful. Prince Vladimir of Kiev, then the
capital of Rus, converted to Christianity
in 988 A.D., or so it
is said, after hearing
reports from chosen
envoys about the
religions of his three
neighbors.
He rejected Judaism because he
considered that the
destruction of Jerusalem showed that
the Jews were not
favored by God. He
decided against Islam because of that
faith’s prohibition on
the use of alcohol,
which he considered “the glory of
the Rus.” Finally, he
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settled on Christianity after his emissaries had heard the beautiful music and seen the icons set in gold in Constantinople’s Hagia Sophia (the Church of Holy Wisdom). “We no longer knew
whether we were in heaven or on earth,” they are reported to have
said.
In Orthodox tradition, a church is heaven’s gate. For this reason, Russian churches have for a thousand years been the repository of the most beautiful music, the most sensitive painting
and the most elaborate interior decoration that the faithful could
produce.
In the Western Christian tradition, artistic embellishment
(where Protestantism did not forbid it) came from artists offering
their work as homage to the glory of God. This is quite a different
concept from the Orthodox one of making the ordinary worshipper experience the delights of heaven. Arguably, the latter is a
more “democratic” and less elitist approach — consumerist, if
you like, rather than exhibitionist.
There is a second aspect of the history of the Russian church
that is immediately obvious to any visitor: the lack of modernity.
This, too, is deliberate. When the Mongols invaded Russia in the
early 13th century, they destroyed almost every aspect of organized life, except the churches. For all their savagery, the Oriental
horsemen were surprisingly tolerant of Christianity, even after the
khans converted to Islam.
The immobility and isolation of Russian society during the
centuries of the Tartar yoke meant that the Renaissance, with its
accent on an individual point of view, passed the country by. Orthodoxy benefited from this, since its main aim is to preserve the
faith as Christ first proclaimed it. The Russian word for orthodox,
pravoslavny, literally means “true word.” Change must, by definition, involve departure from the truth. Innovation is heresy.
This is why Easter is so important. The death and resurrection
of Christ are the fundamental facts of Christianity. Faith in eternal
life is based on the belief that on the third day after the Crucifix-

Cover Story
In 1906, Maurice Baring, a young war correspondent who was
connected to the Baring banking family, traveled through Russia
in order to cover the Russo-Japanese War. He was in Moscow
at Easter and wrote about his experiences in his book, What I
Saw in Russia:
“The most solemn service of the year takes place at midnight
on Saturday. From eight until ten o’clock the town, which during the day had been crowded with people buying provisions
and presents and Easter eggs, seems to be asleep and dead.
At about ten, people begin to stream towards the Kremlin. At
eleven o’clock there is already a dense crowd, many of the people holding lighted tapers, waiting outside in the square, between the Cathedral of the Assumption and that of Ivan Veliky.
A little before twelve the cathedrals and palaces of the Kremlin
are all lighted up with ribbons of various coloured lights. Twelve
o’clock strikes, and then the bell of Ivan Veliky begins to boom: a
beautiful, full-voiced, immense volume of sound. It is answered
by other bells, and a little later all the bells in Moscow are ringing together. Then from the cathedral comes the procession: the
singers first in crimson and gold; then the Metropolitan, also in
stiff robes of crimson and gold; and after him other officials in
uniforms. They walk round the cathedral to look for the Body
of Our Lord, and return to tell the news that He is Risen. Then
the guns go off, rockets are fired, and illuminations are seen
across the river, lighting up the distant cupola of the great Christ
the Savior Church with a cloud of fire… I went there later. The
singing is ineffably beautiful and it is worth coming to Moscow
simply for the sake of hearing it…
“Next morning people came to bring me Easter greetings and
to give Easter eggs and to receive gifts. I was waiting in my sitting room, and I heard a faint mutter in the next room, a small
voice murmuring, ‘Gospodi, Gospodi’, (‘Lord, Lord’). I went to
see who it was and found it was the policeman, sighing for his
tip, not wishing to disturb, but at the same time anxious to indicate his presence. He brought me a crimson egg. The policeman
must have been pleased with his tip because policemen have
been coming ever since, and there are not more than two who
belong to my street.”
the Internet. The most recent Faberge egg purchased by the “museum,” in November last year, cost $17 million. This is in sharp
contrast to the price of the 1885 Hen egg, which was sold in 1935
by Sotheby’s in London for £85. Today it is part of the Vekselberg
collection, also in Moscow. P
photo Ian Mitchell

ion, Christ rose from the dead
and ascended into heaven.
Without that idea, there is no
Christianity. The celebration
of Easter should, logically, be
the most important ceremony
of the Church year. So what
happens?
After Maslenitsa, or what
in the West is often known as
pancake week, comes Lent.
This is the forty-day period
of preparation for Easter,
starting with Ash Wednesday, during which believers
fast, pray, and give alms.
One week before Easter, is
Palm Sunday, when churches in Russia are traditionally strewn
with fir branches, and people buy willow shoots (palms are hard
to come by this far north). This is in commemoration of Christ’s
triumphant entry into Jerusalem, riding on a donkey, after raising
his friend Lazarus from the dead.
The culmination of Holy Week is Good Friday, the day of Christ’s
apparent defeat on Calvary, the site of the Crucifixion. Crosses
are shrouded in black in all churches until Sunday, the third day
counting from Friday.
The Orthodox ceremonies on that day actually begin on Saturday evening, shortly before midnight. The faithful assemble
for a service which is intended to evoke the experience of Mary
Magdalene, who went to Christ’s tomb on the third day and rolled
away the stone blocking the entrance only to find it empty inside.
Christ had risen, she concluded, and was sitting in glory on the
right hand of God the Father.
At midnight, the lights of the church are extinguished, and the
priest makes his way outside for a symbolic inspection of the
tomb. He returns shortly afterwards to proclaim it empty and
Christ risen. The lights go on again, and the congregation proclaims, each to their neighbor, Khristos voskres! (Christ is risen!),
to which the response is, Voistinu voskres! (He truly is risen!).
After this reaffirmation of their faith, Orthodox Christians traditionally feast for a week. Associated with this is the tradition of
giving decorated Easter eggs, partly because eggs, along with
meat and dairy products, are forbidden during Lent, and partly
because of the symbolic reflection of the principle of new life
which an egg embodies.
Easter eggs were originally decorated simply by painting them
blood red, but gradually they came to be more brightly-colored, possibly reflecting the optimism of spring. The high point
of Easter egg decoration came in 1885, when Tsar Alexander III
asked the famous St. Petersburg jeweller Carl Faberge to create
a special egg as a gift to his wife, Tsaritsa Maria Feodorovna. In
contrast to later Fabergé eggs, this one was plain white, though it
opened up to reveal a golden hen inside. Inside the hen was a ruby
crown, and inside that, a pendant.
Later the eggs were bejewelled and very highly decorated. The
last such one was made in 1916; the following year, extravagant
celebration would have seemed out of place. The egg for Easter
1917 was made of birch wood and delivered after the tsar had
abdicated. Fabergé’s invoice was not addressed, as previous ones
had been. to “Tsar of all the Russias” but instead to “Mr. Nikolai
Alexandrovich Romanov.” The Tsaritsa never received her gift.
Today this egg is housed in the Russian National Museum, a
privately owned collection whose exhibits can be viewed only on
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Business

Intellectual Property
text Jacob Andrews

Only “serious” countries take intellectual property seriously.
One of the most common Western gripes about Russia is no
doubt related to the country’s Intellectual Property (IP) policies,
or as most would say “lack thereof.” Just ask the World Trade
Organization (WTO). The Association of European Businesses in
Russia (AEB) recognized that IP is no laughing matter and has
put its money where its members’ mouths are and established a
special subcommittee on the subject.
To kick off the new year and coincide with the government’s reworking of many IP laws, the AEB held its first-ever IP subcommittee event. According to the subcommittee’s Ksenya Bortnik,
“in view of the overwhelming interest in this first-time, event we
had to upgrade the venue twice just to accommodate the larger
than expected 150-plus crowd of Russia’s leading IP experts.”
The event was chaired by one of Russia’s most prominent IP
gurus, Baker McKenzie’s IP head of department, Eugene Arievich. Keynote speakers included Yekaterina Tilling, head of IP
practice at Pepeliaev, Goltsblat & Partners (the meeting’s main
sponsor) and Vadim Kulikovsky, direct from the Russian Patent
Office (Rospatent). The fact that the subcommittee is chaired by
Mr. Arievich shows just how serious this committee is since he is
undeniably Russia’s leading IP authority.
For most readers IP is probably not high on the list of interesting subjects, but if you have a company that is in the software
industry or uses software, careful attention to Russian laws and
especially to the recent changes in Russian legislation is highly
recommended. In contrast to Russia’s reputation, its software
laws are quite strict, and they are being enforced.
Do software licenses extend to Russia?
Foremost on the minds of many participants were issues pertaining to the use of computers and laptops sent into Russia. Can we always assume that it is legal to use laptops and the software on them
wherever we travel? If not, when is a special license required?
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Don’t forget to contact your friendly neighborhood FSB (formerly
KGB) agent!
As speaker Daniel Klein of Hellevig, Klein & Usov pointed out,
“if you’re developing encrypted software or any products and exporting out or importing into Russia, don’t forget to get a license
from the FSB.” This may sound ominous and even frightening,
but like many other countries including the US, France, and Saudi
Arabia, Russia has very strict laws concerning encrypted devices
that leave or enter Russia.
One concern facing those doing business in the country is that
Russia’s regulations in this area are considered to be some of the
world’s most difficult to comply with. This issue has contributed
to the delay of Russia’s ballyhooed WTO admittance.
Governmental encryption licensing requirements were originally established in many countries to prevent and regulate the

Business
importation of encrypted
communication devices
that could be used for
military purposes. Today,
the military continues to
use encryption but, according to Mr. Klein, less
than .01% of all encrypted
applications have any
military application. Encryption can be found in
anything and everything
from your laptop to key
cards in hotels to smartcard chips in ATM cards.
Mobile phones alone can
include two or even three
separate encryption devices.
As one participant immediately pointed out
concerning importation
of encrypted software to
Russia, it is easy to avoid
these hassles by downloading the software in question from the
Internet. By the same logic, it is easy to smuggle small diamonds
into Russia. If you are caught, however, it can be viewed as a
criminal offense. The difference between smuggling diamonds
and illegally downloading encrypted software is that the latter is
a violation of laws which were adopted with military secrecy concerns in mind. Good luck!

laws to safeguard companies’ databases, including protection of
substantial investment in their creation and mechanisms to register them with Rospatent.
In sum, for the first time in several years, the laws governing IP
have undergone major overhaul, and many local experts do not
see all of these changes as positive. In any event, all these developments promise to make 2008 an interesting year! P

Let’s keep that a secret.
According to Margarita Divina of Baker McKenzie, companies
wishing to maintain trade or commercial secrets have an onerous
set of regulations to follow. Companies must document which
employees were given access to trade or commercial secrets,
which can extremely cumbersome, especially in today’s paperless world.
Ex-employees may use your company’s software.
Your employees who create or develop software (or, for that
matter, any IP) during the course of employment may have a
right to continue to use what they created even after they leave
your company. It is, of course, possible to draft a contract that
prevents employees from subsequent use of their own creations.
However, as with many legal issues in Russia, effective legal prevention of such post-employment use is not so straightforward.
As Yekaterina Tilling noted, according to Russian law, it is necessary to compensate an employee for each creation. The gathering
of Russia’s top IP specialists were unable to come to consensus
on whether it was acceptable to provide for such by contract or
whether it was actually necessary to compensate creative employees for each and every creation.
Database theft
In some industries, a firm’s database may be one of its most
valuable assets — for example, a real estate company’s list of
properties for sale or list of investors looking to buy buildings.
If an employee misappropriates a database, which can be a company’s lifeblood, he may be able to set up a competing company
and cripple his former employer’s business. Russia now has strict
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Wealth Explosion is a Heyday for Private Bankers
text Jacob Andrews

E

veryone knows and everyone is talking about it: wealth
is just exploding in Russia; no denying it! That has recently been re-confirmed by Forbes Magazine in its annual billionaires survey, which estimates that Moscow, with
71 UHNWIs (Ultra High Net Worth Individuals, not to be
confused with HNWIs, or High Net Worth Individuals) has
again beat New York for the title of city with the most billionaires. Couple that with
the fact that Russia is now
for the first time home to
the second highest population of billionaires after
the US, surpassing Germany for the first time. Speaking of “surpassing Germany,” Russia’s retail sector is
expected to exceed Germany’s by the end of this year.
While Forbes has confirmed
everyone’s belief that Russia
has no shortage of superwealthy, retail figures confirm that the middle class is
burgeoning in step.
So besides investing in
cars, yachts, and dachas,
Russians are also putting
their money aside for their
gray years. In that regard,
asset management and private banking has been rapidly expanding. In the early part of the decade, asset
management and private
banking were truly foreign concepts. Up until that
point, Russians primarily
sent their extra dollars overseas to places like Switzerland and Cyprus. The next
stage of the industry saw the
emergence of various financial services providers such as
Renaissance Capital, Aton, UFG, and Troika, which courted
Russian money mostly for investment in overseas equities.
The Icelanders are here!
Times have changed rapidly, and now there are many asset managers and private bankers around. The market is
currently moving very fast, and many Western players are
barreling into Russia. The Russian market is so attractive for
Western financial services firms that it has even caught the
attention of little Iceland! Who would have thought? Perhaps it is not that much of a surprise for this island of only
300,000 inhabitants since it is a very banked nation with
banking assets over five times the country’s GDP. By comparison, most Western countries have total banking assets
about one-tenth of that figure, or about half of the country’s GDP.
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Of course, the Icelanders have to compete not only with
the local Russian players but also with many large Western banks — Deutsche, Credit Suisse, UBS, HSBC, Societe General, Citibank, Raiffeisen. Some of the reasons for the
changing market:
Booming stock market. The Russian equity market has
boomed since 2001. The local exchanges have increased in
value several fold, far outstripping most Western exchanges (most Western have only marginally increased or even
decreased during the same period) and well ahead of inflation. The country’s stock market is the world’s 12 th largest
by total capitalization at $1.35 trillion. The number of freely floated stocks is small, though this is rapidly changing.
In addition, the country is tightening insider-trading laws,
which makes investments for corporate outsiders more attractive.
Stable bear. Russia has been very stable both politically and economically.
Offshore products now available at a bank near you. It is
now possible to buy offshore products here in Russia without establishing a relationship with a bank or asset manager in the West.
Low taxes: 0%? The tax system is very transparent and
in favor among investors. According to tax expert Jon Hellevig of Hellevig, Klein & Usov, “income taxes, which would
apply to regular income and financial investments alike are
some of the world’s lowest at 13 percent, making Russia
a good place to declare income, both financial and otherwise.” In addition, dividend taxes for Russian so-called tax
residents are a low 9 percent, Mr. Hellevig said. As for taxes
on investments, there have been recent reports of proposed
legislation to eliminate taxes on capital gains on financial
investments. So, while Moscow may at present be a good
jurisdiction in which to establish an asset-management relationship, it may get even better in the near future. And if
you are not subject to double taxation by your home country, Russian investment taxes are competitively low.
While there are lots of asset managers in Russia, there
are only about 100 serving the UNHWIs and HNWIs, said
Claus Korner of Iceland’s Glitnir. It is estimated that Russia
is home to more than 250,000 multimillionaires.
The Future for Private Banking
According to Mr. Korner, the trend for financial services
is very strong, and it is expected that the industry’s growth
should easily exceed 40 percent per year for the next five
to eight years. It sounds bullish, but nothing about Russia
these days should be surprising, especially since the country’s economy is heavily dependent on commodities and retail, both sectors currently in boom mode.
And let’s not forget the rest of Russia. Experts told Passport that since Moscow is filling up with so many foreign
and local financial services players, the focus has shifted to
the regions, primarily those cities with upwards of one million inhabitants as well as those with populations of 500,000
and one million. P
Glitnir can be found at www.glitnir.ru
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The Hills are Alive
text Charles W. Borden
photos Alexei Zhukov

W

hen an upcoming business trip to Vienna prompted the
decision to focus on Austrian wines for this month’s wine
tasting, we set to scouring Moscow for appropriate subjects. Our
search yielded four whites, two dessert wines, no reds at all, and
the realization that the local selection of Austrian wine is woefully
thin. This under-representation may be attributable both to the
relatively high prices and low profile of Austrian wines in world
markets. Whatever the reason, it is unfortunate because Austrian
wines, particularly whites, can be very good. In any event, the
dearth of candidates forced us to fill in with a few interestinglooking reds that are not Austrian but are available in Moscow.
Most of Austria’s main wine-producing regions lie in the east
— the Niederoesterreich province that surrounds the capital,
Burgenland at the
eastern
border
with Hungary, and
Steiermark in the
southeast near the
Slovenian border.
The
Austrian
choices came from
just three wineries:
F.X. Pichler of the
Wachau area, and
Alois Karcher and
Leo Hillinger, both
in Burgenland. Pichler and Karcher
are two of the
best-known Austrian wineries, and
some of their wines
carry very high
Wine Spectator and
Parker scores.
Eric Boone
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Whites
The Hillinger Sauvignon Blanc 2006 is from a new high-tech,
family-owned winery opened in 2004 in Jois, Burgenland, about
50 kilometers southeast of Vienna. The winery presents a modern product, and its wines are broadly exported. This Sauvignon
Blanc was a typical Austrian white, crisp with light residual sugar
and a touch of fruit.

Paul O’Brien, Laura Bridge, John Ortega
F.X. Pichler is located west of Vienna in Wachau where the
steep, terraced vineyards follow the Danube River Valley. In this
region, the two principal grapes are Riesling and Gruener Veltliner. Gruener Veltliner is Austria’s own high-production grape
used for simple table wines meant for drinking young. The dry,
white wines we tried from Pichler were a Sauvignon Blanc and a
Riesling, which consistently receive 90+ Parker ratings.
Dessert Wines
The Austrian dessert wines were the Pichler Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese Durmeister Kellerberg 2003 and the Alois Kracher Grand Cuvee Trockenbeeren #6 2001. Kracher is one of the
world’s top dessert wine houses. It is located near Burgenland’s
large Lake Neusiedl, and the cool autumn fog of this area pro-
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Charles Borden

vides the conditions
for the Botrytis “rot”
that intensifies sugars
in grapes to produce
great dessert wines.
The Kracher winery
has a very large range
of dessert wines, producing ten or more every year, as well as ice
wines, and these often
receive 95+ Wine Spectator scores. The Grand
Cuvee wines, such as
the one we tried, are
considered to be the
most balanced and are
often described as having a flavor of “candied
apples, jammy apricots,
hints of citrus zests.”
Wine

Reds
The non-Austrian wines included represented three of the
world’s great wine regions — California’s Napa Valley, Australia’s
Barossa Valley, and Burgundy’s Vosne-Romanee. The very expensive Burgundy should have been a fabulous wine, but, to our
disappointment, the bottle we tried must have been mishandled
or miscorked.
Knights of the Vine
John Ortega, International Apparel
Charles Borden, Meridian Capital
George Voloshin, Passport Magazine
Anna Kulyagina, Passport Magazine
Laura Bridge, Executive Chef
Eric Boone, Business Consultant
Paul O’Brien, Restaurateur
Ortega Easy Rating System
I love this wine!
5 pts.
I really like this wine!
4 pts.
This wine is good!
3 pts.
This wine is not that good!
2 pts.
I don’t really care for this wine!
1 pt.
Source

Retail (RR)

Retail (USD)

Rating

White
1

Leo Hillinger Sauvignon 2006 (Burgenland)

Kollektion Vin

1,600

$65

3.40

2

F.X. Pichler Sauvignon Blanc 2006 (Wachau)

Grand Cru

2,385

$97

3.13

3

F.X. Pichler Riesling Smaragd Durnsteiner Kellerberg (Wachau)

Grand Cru

3,339

$136

3.76

4

Kistler Chardonnay 2005 (Napa Valley)

Magnum

3,901

$159

3.81

1

F.X. Pichler Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese Durmeister Kellerberg 2003 (Wachau)

Grand Cru

6,127

$250

4.18

2

Alois Kracher Grand Cuvee Trockenbeeren #6 2001 (Burgenland)

Magnum

3,349

$137

4.47

1

Miner Oakville Cabernet Sauvignon 2001 (Napa Valley)

Grand Cru

3,858

$157

4.30

2

Two Hands Shiraz Bella’s Gardens 2006 (Barossa Valley)

Grand Cru

2,523

$103

3.52

3

Leroy Vosne-Romanee Les Beaux Monts 2003 (Burgundy)

Grand Cru

19,027

$777

2.27

Dessert

Dessert

Eric Boone, Anna Kulyagina, Gearge Voloshin

Michel Lauga,
Chef of Observatoire Restaurant
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One Night In … Vienna
A wining and dining evening in one of the world’s great cities
text Charles W. Borden
photos Palais Coburg/Herbert Lehmann

A

business trip to Vienna presented an opportunity to visit
a new wine cellar that now ranks as one of the largest and
greatest in Europe.
Vienna lies in the center of Austrian wine country with producing vineyards within the city limits. There are a number of
“Heurigan” or wine taverns that are reachable by public transport that only serve the establishment’s own young wines.
Would that I had another day, it certainly should have been
spent Heurigan-hopping. Like Moscow, the center of Vienna is
encircled by a ring road and a metro system, but unlike Moscow, Vienna is peaceful, clean and uncongested. However, since
I had just one night on my own in the city, I faced a common but
grave dilemma — where to enjoy the local wines.
My first stop for the evening was the wine cellar at Palais
Coburg, a huge, spectacular, recently renovated palace on the
east side of town that is home to a Michelin-rated two-star restaurant. Palais Coburg is a neo-Classical building constructed
between 1840 and 1845 on top of the ancient city fortifications.
After World War II, Russian troops were quartered there, and
it was later occupied by the Austrian railways. It had fallen into
disrepair by 1997, when it was acquired by businessman Peter Pohringer. Following three years of careful restoration, the
place reopened in 2003 with 36 suites.
I had reserved a 6:30 pm tour of the wine cellar. I checked in
at the Coburg Wine Bistro on the first floor. I was greeted by
Hartmuth Rameder, a Coburg wine bistro and cellar manager,
who led me down into the fabulous labyrinth below. The collection consists of 60,000 bottles sorted into six separate wine
cellars — French, Old World, New World, Champagne, yquem
and rare wines — all elaborately secured with a thumbprint
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security system. The finish of the vast complex was a combination of old beige brick with vaulted arches, large, light beige
quarry tiles and light woods. The first view of the Champagne
cellar is through a circular window built into the floor above the
cellar.
Back in the wine bar, I perused the two Coburg wine lists
while tasting a few Austrian whites served by the glass. The
first wine list is the rarities book, a hardbound, inch-thick volume that provides the lineage for the many rare wines in the
Coburg cellar, beginning with the oldest. Many were acquired
at auction, and the book provides the acquisition information,
purchase price, and detailed notes from wine experts.
The oldest entry was a 1727 German Rudesheimer Apostelwein, the oldest drinkable wine in the world, which was drawn
from a large cask at the Bremen Ratskeller and auctioned at
Christie’s. An 1811 Chateau D’Yquem was listed at 75,000 euros and an 1864 Chateau Lafite at 16,800 euros. One of the
oldest wines was from Crimea, an 1848 Massandra Muscat Lunel priced at 1,500 euros. I like to cross-check wine list prices
with Moscow prices – a 2002 Kistler Chardonnay was listed (at
the Coburg restaurant) at 136 euros ($210); the 2005 Kistler
we tried at this month’s wine tasting cost $159 at a Moscow
wine boutique, which would put it at an astronomical $450 on a
Moscow restaurant wine list.
My evening ended at one of the Vienna locations of Wein &
Co., a chain of wine bars and wineshops. These are principally
wine shops, but the wine bar provides a chance to try before
buying many of the wines. Wein & Co. is a modern operation
with a great selection of Austrian and imported wines, well
worth a visit. P

STAYING THERE:
I had a room at the K+K Palais Hotel, a boutique hotel in a small
historic Imperial palace on Rudolfplatz in the northwest corner
of the city center.
Palais Coburg has rooms that range from 490 to 1430 euros
per night.
DRINKING THERE:
A tour of Palais Coburg’s wine cellar costs 35 euros and can be
booked online at www.coburg.at.
Wein & Co.’s multiple locations in Vienna are open until midnight every day.

photo courtesy of Palais Coburg/Herbert Lehmann

photo Franz Zwickel

GETTING THERE:
Czech Airlines, SkyEurope, and Ryanair serve Bratislava airport, just 30 kilometers from Vienna. A bus runs direct to Vienna’s Sudbahnhof (south railway station) every hour for just
5.80 euros.
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Restaurant Review

Bonus Intra – Melior Exi
text Charles W. Borden
photos Alexei Zhukov

O

bservatoire, longtime Moscow expat and serial restaurateur
Paul O’Brien’s latest luxury nightspot, is located at the entrance to the glitzy Copernic building, which faces the President
Hotel from the north. Builders claim that the Copernic is the first
“intellectual” building that provides its elitny residents with a
state-of-the-art online system to control every aspect of their
apartment’s environment. The building facade and entrance reflect the kind of neo-Stalinist style currently popular in the city,
with design elements derived from classic astronomical instruments. The building website (www.kopernic.ru) has a panoramic
photo of the restaurant. Observatoire has the status of a private
club, but Paul O’Brien assured us that Passport readers could easily arrange a reservation with a call to the restaurant (tell them
Passport sent you).
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French-born chef Michel Lauga has many years experience
in Moscow, beginning with work in 1990 with Potel & Chabot
caterers at the Hotel Mezhdunarodnaya, followed by the Hotel
Metropol, the Radisson, Restaurant El Dorado, the Grand Opera
Restaurant and Cabaret on Petrovka, Capri, Matisse, and finally
Uley. His career started at Restaurant Taillevent, a three–Michelin-star Paris icon, and at the one-Michelin-star Restaurant
Jacqueline Fenix.
Paul recently closed Uley, which was a truly innovative restaurant in Moscow at the time it opened, and he also sold Uncle
Guilly’s, Moscow’s first steakhouse. As a savvy restaurateur,
Paul knows “when to hold ‘em and when to fold ‘em,” what with
the short mojo half-life of luxury restaurants in Moscow (and
elsewhere). Paul’s other restaurants include the three Starlite
diners he has brought to Moscow, an American-style standard
that is highly popular with young
cosmopolitan Russians and expat
and Russian business negotiators
alike.
We were served a chef-selected
assortment of starters: goat cheese
lightly coated with paprika, salmon
skewers topped with a touch of
dill laid on a cube of pineapple,
and a tender piece of braised eel
served over shredded laminaria
seaweed with sesame seeds. This
was topped off with one of Paul’s
favorites, a generous piece of foie
gras with course salt and tamarillo, served on toast with a burned
sugar-porto sauce. To this, also at

Restaurant Review
Paul’s suggestion, we added the goat cheese castle with basil,
sundried fruits, and orange chutney.
By the time we ordered, pleased with the foie gras, I couldn’t
resist ordering the pumpkin crème soup with foie gras slices,
lightly spiced, which was generous with the foie gras and soft
pumpkin seeds. For the main course, I selected white tuna with
provencal garnish: several firm, buttery pieces of “white tuna,”
lightly broiled and served with eggplant, zucchini, and avocado.
Although I did not clarify this at the restaurant, “white tuna” is
apparently not the light albacore tuna used in canning, but a
mackerel also known as butterfish or escolar.
It is always difficult to keep track of the orders of other guests,
but I paid attention when I saw a fellow diner order of bobby veal
with pineapple chutney and horseradish. The name prompted a
discussion of spelling mistakes in menus, but a dinner companion who also happened to be a chef pointed out that “bobby” was
correct, an Australian and New Zealand term that refers to veal
from young calves of dairy cows.
We also tried several of the sides including purple artichoke
with sundried tomatoes and pan-fried baby potatoes. Though
we first refused dessert, several diners eventually yielded to
suggestions of the mascarpone soup with chocolate sorbet, a
marvelous combination of tastes, and wildberry sabayon with
rose water sorbet.
Observatoire is an exquisite new fine dining restaurant in Moscow, run by a chef who knows Moscow taste well, and operated
by Paul O’Brien and his partners. Each page of the Observatoire
menu finishes with a Latin expression, translated to Russian. The
menu opens with “Bonus Intra – Melior Exi” or “Come in good –
go out better,” which I think fairly describes the feeling at the
table when we departed. P
Observatoire
22 Ul. Bolshaya Ordynka 22
(495) 643-3606, www.observatoire.ru
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Chef’s Interview

A Chance Encounter on the Road of Destiny
text Annet Kulyagina
photos Sergei Koshkin

If every career path begins at home, then Thomas Vincent Bluy is no exception to this
rule. The 33-year-old Frenchman cites his grandparents as his first teachers: His grandfather would go hunting, and his grandmother would cook whatever her husband brought
home. Early on in childhood he knew that his greatest passion was cooking and went professional at the age of 16 at a hotel in the city of Auch in southwest France. After earning
his C.A.P. diploma, he did some traveling in France, Belgium, and Lebanon. After a cooking stint in Sydney, Australia, Bluy returned to France before spending four years working
as a chef in Spain, his last stop before the wind blew him to Russia.
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Chef Interview
Why did you decide to come to Russia?
It wasn’t that I was dreaming to come, I just had the chance,
and I always like a challenge. Last November, a friend of mine who
is a DJ told me he was planning to go to Moscow on weekends to
work in a big club. I was free at the time and just decided just to
go with him. Someone here, I don’t even remember who, told me
that they knew of a restaurant that needed a chef, so I sent my CV.
Then I found myself preparing a tasting here at Most.
It was such a quick decision?
Yes, it was. I figured there are so many opportunities in life.
Four years earlier I found myself in almost the same situation. I
went to visit a friend in Marbella [Costa del Sol, Spain]. One day
we were sitting at a café, and an acquaintance of hers who came
to join us said that they needed a chef for their new restaurant just
across the street. So I went there and they hired me. That’s where
I was working before I left to come here. I believe that there are
chances you should never miss in your life or you regret it. The
only difficulty for me here is communicating with people because
not everyone knows English. But I will start learning Russian, a
lesson every week.
There are no other difficulties about living and working here?
I’ve been living in foreign countries since I was 22. When you
go somewhere new, for the first one or two months you don’t
know anyone. I just don’t have time right now to meet people; I’ve
only just started.
Were you thrilled when you found out that they wanted you to
change the menu completely?
I managed to do it in two weeks. It was a real challenge, but
communication is only a problem for someone who doesn’t want
to communicate. Since I wanted to, I just explained everything
my way -- with gestures and intonation. People watched me and
learned, and by the third time they could make the dish by themselves. But if you want to ask me about the real challenges, well...
I tried to keep my creativity in check and take into consideration
that sometimes it is hard to get fresh produce and that sometimes
people here are not ready for a classical French menu. It was one

of the goals with the new menu was to combine the classics and
modern French cuisine.
Could you say a few more words about the menu? Are there any
dishes you invented?
Oh, I am not a genius! The things I do here are our traditional
haute cuisine, mostly the things that I know from my childhood
and then saw in French restaurants where I worked. The outlet for
my creativity as a chef is figuring out how to take ingredients and
turn them into a good and interesting product that reflects the
cuisine of Cote d’Azur: fresh, sunny, colorful, with different and
surprisingly perfect tastes and smells. P
To visit Chef Bluy, simply go to The Most Cafe.
6/3 Kuznetsky Most
Tel. 660-0706

Recipe:
Fried Goatfish
Ingredients for one serving:
Fillet of goatfish
Footing salad:
Fresh celeriac root
Grained mustard
Mayonnaise
Mixture of green grasses:
Parsley, cilantro, tarragon
Salt

250 gr.
40 gr
7 gr.
5 gr.
2 gr
3 gr

Spice:
Ground white pepper
5 gr
Coating Salad:
Olive oil, extra virgin
20 gr
Rocket salad
10 gr
Vinegar reduction
10 gr
1. Cook the fillet on both sides (do not remove the skin).
2. Cut the celeriac into little straws and mix with the mayonnaise
and mustard.
3. Arrange the salad in the center of the plate, and drape the fish
over it. Cover it with the rocket salad leaves dressed with the
vinegar and olive oil. Drizzle olive oil around the plate.
April 2008
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AMERICAN
AMERICAN BAR & GRILL
Hamburgers, steaks, bacon & eggs and more.
Children’s room on weekends. Open 24 hours.
2/1 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., 250-9525.
M. Mayakovskaya
59 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val, 912-3621/3615.
M. Taganskaya
14 Kirovogradskaya Ul., (inside Global City Trade
Center), 956-4843.
M. Yuzhnaya
FLAT IRON BAR & ROADHOUSE
Located in the Courtyard Marriot. Americanstyle pub with great cuisine and meat dishes.
7 Voznesensky Pereulok, 937-3077.
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya
HEMINGWAY’S
A great variety of alcoholic and non-alcoholic
cocktails and Italian cuisine. No cocktail over
200 rubles! Comfortable, expat-owned with
top-notch Tex-Mex and Caribbean. Mojitos,
Margaritas, Latin music.
Happy hour 18:00– 20:00 nightly.
13 Komsomolsky Prospekt, 246-5726.
M. Park Kultury. www.hemingways.ru
T.G.I. FRIDAY’S
American favorites in a cozy wood-paneled setting. Open noon-midnight.
18/2 Tverskaya Ul., 694-3921/2497.
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya
1/2 Leninsky Prospekt, 238-3200.
M. Oktyabrskaya
33 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val (in Atrium Mall), 970-1187.
M. Kurskaya, Chkalovskaya
14 Ul. Novy Arbat, Bldg.1, 291-1318.
M. Arbatskaya
23 Ul. Garibaldi, 779-4211.
M. Noviye Cheryomushki
3 Ul. Novoslobodskaya, 780-7922.
M. Novoslobodskaya
STARLITE DINER
American ‘50s-style diner. Extensive menu with
great breakfasts, cheeseburgers, milkshakes.
Open 24 hours.
6 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 783-4037.
M. Universitet
16 Ul. Bolshaya Sadovaya, 290-9638.
M. Mayakovskaya
9a Ul. Korovy Val, 959-8919.
M. Oktyabrskaya

ASIAN
BELOYE SOLNTSE PUSTYNI
Named after White Desert Sun, one of the
USSR’s favorite films. An eclectic Asian menu
that includes Azerbaijan and Uzbek cuisine. Open
noon-midnight.
29 Ul. Neglinnaya, 625-2596, 200-6836
M. Kuznetsky Most, Teatralnaya
BLUE ELEPHANT
Thai cuisine with impeccable service. Try the
Royal Thai Platter to sample a range of Thai
specialties. Three-elephant rating means very
spicy; no elephants means it’s mild enough to
serve the kids. Open noon-midnight.
31 Novinsky Bulvar, 580-7757. M. Barrikadnaya
INDUS
”Elitny” modern Indian restaurant with Chivas
bar on the first floor. Open 24 hours.
15 Plotnikov Pereulok, 244-7979.
M. Smolenskaya, Kropotkinskaya
TANDOOR
Upscale Indian. Open noon-midnight.
31 Tverskaya Ul., 699-8062.
M. Mayakovskaya

EUROPEAN
APPLE BAR & RESTAURANT
A chic, intimate lounge serving classic and
original cocktails. The restaurant offers a
selection of simple and tasty European dishes in
a contemporary atmosphere. Restaurant 0pen
19:00-last guest; bar open 24 hours.
11 Ul. Malaya Dmitrovka, 980-7000.
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya
CAFE DES ARTISTES
Restaurant and bar offers fine European cuisine
in a relaxed atmosphere, often with recent
art on the walls of the upstairs room. Open
11:00-midnight.
5/6 Kamergersky Pereulok, 692-4042.
M. Teatralnaya
CITY GRILL
Contemporary European cuisine, modern
interior. Open noon-2:00.
2/30 Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya Ul., 699-0953.
M. Mayakovskaya
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CUTTY SARK
Restaurant made to look like a luxury yacht.
Aquarium with live lobsters and crabs; oyster
bar; over 40 varieties of fresh fish. Seasonal
offerings from the chef. Extensive selection of
wine, spirits, cigars. "Captain's Cabin" VIP room.
Open 11:00-midnight.
12 Novinsky Bulvar, 202-1312/1621.
M. Smolenskaya, Barrikadnaya
DANTES
Several dining halls. Menu consists of European
and Soviet dishes. Dantes gives a master-class
in style to Moscow`s upmarket cocktail crowd.
Open 24 hours.
13 Myasnitskaya Ul., Bldg.1
Tel. 621-4688
M. Chistiye Prudy
GALEREYA
Trendy, lavish and expensive. The place to see
and be seen. Open 24 hours.
27 Ul. Petrovka, 937-4544.
M. Pushkinskaya
THE SAVOY
Located inside the hotel of the same name, the
restaurant lunch and dinner. Its magnificent interior and gourmet menu make it equally suited
to corporate events and candlelit dinners. Open
noon-last guest.
3 Ul. Rozhdvizhenka, 620-8600.
M. Kuznetsky Most
SEMIFREDDO
A little bit of everything. Large selection of
wines and spirits, including grappa and cognac.
Open noon-23:00.
2 Rossolimo Ul., 248-6169.
M. Park Kultury
SHOKOLAD
Pan-European menu plus a selection of Japanese
dishes. Cozy decor and live music. Open 24
hours.
5 Strastnoi Bulvar, 787-8866.
M. Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya, Tverskaya
SIMPLE PLEASURES
The large dining room accommodates 80
people, while the cozy Fireplace Hall doubles
as a showroom for photographers. As always,
a DJ entertains from 22:00. Enjoy the simple
pleasures of life! Open noon-06:00
22/1 Sretenka Ul., 607-1521.
M. Sukharevskaya
SKY LOUNGE
This sushi bar on the roof of the luxury hotel offers its guests unparalleled views of the Kremlin
Palace and Red Square. Top-notch sushi. Open
noon-midnight.
32a Leninsky Prospekt (In the Russian
Academy of Sciences building),
915-1042; 938-5775.
M. Leninsky Propekt
VANILLE
Hip French and Japanese near Christ the Savior
Cathedral. Open noon-midnight.
1 Ul. Ostozhenka, 202-3341.
M. Kropotkinskaya
VOGUE CAFE
European food, top clientele. Hip and elegant
partnership with Vogue magazine. Modern,
continental menu. Open Mon.-Thurs., 20:3001:00, Fri., 20:30-02:00, Sat., noon-02:00,
Sun., noon-01:00.
7/9 Ul. Kuznetsky Most, 923-1701.
M. Kuznetsky Most
YU CAFE
DJ cafe with inexpensive but good-quality
food, drinks and house music. Open weekdays
10:00-midnight.
4 Pushechnaya Ul., 271-8865.
M. Kuznetsky Most
ZOLOTOI KUPOL
Upmarket restaurant serving Caucasian and
pan-European cuisine. Wide selection of beverages. Open 24 hours.
Gorki-10, 70/2 Rublyovo-Uspenskoye Shosse,
634-5278.
M. Molodyozhnaya
4 ANGELS CAFE
European, Russian and Japanese cuisine. Cozy
cafe with gorgeous interior.
Open Sun.-Thurs.,noon-6:00, Fri.-Sat., 24 hrs.
5 Pokrovka Ul., 364-3339.
M. Kitai-Gorod
5 RINGS RESTAURANT
European and Russian cuisine with cozy atmosphere, elegant interior.
Open noon-last guest.
27 Dolgorukovskaya, 250-2551.
M. Novoslobodskaya
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ITALIAN

MEDITERRANEAN

BENVENUTO
Great variety of Italian cuisine. Most items run
around or below 300 rubles. Open NOON-23:00.
6 Velozavodskaya Ul. 675-0033.
M. Avtozavodskaya, Dubrovka

PANORAMA
Located on the 23rd floor of theGolden Ring
Hotel, Panorama’s service and food are also
elevated far above the rest of the city. The
Mediterranean cuisine is served on Versace
tableware, and the Versace glasses make any
drink taste better. Open 18:00-midnight.
5 Smolenskaya Ul., 725-0100.
M. Smolenskaya

BISTROT
Italian cuisine, three dining rooms, VIP hall,
summer patio. Open noon-5:00.
12 Bol. Savinsky Per., Bldg. 2, 248-4045.
M. Kievskaya
CAFE ROSET
Along with the excellent Italianfood, Cafe Roset
offers a good wine list (try the Australian Clarendon Hills Syrah). Open 9:00-midnight.
29 Kutuzovsky Prospekt, 249-9040/8585.
M. Kutuzovskaya, Studencheskaya
CHIANTI
The feeling in the small dining room is cozy
rather than cramped with an open kitchen at
one end of the room. The walls have beautiful
custom murals depicting a Florence landscape,
framed by windowsills with a base hewn from
Italian marble. A large variety of pizza and a
wide choice of Italian cuisine.
48 Leningradsky Prospekt, 612-5612
M. Dinamo
CIPOLLINO
Coffee-and cream-colored stylish Italian eatery
a stone's throw from Christ the Savior Cathedral. Three halls with numerous divans make for
cozy dining in this upmarket restaurant. Open
noon-6:00.
7 Soimonovsky Proyezd, Bldg.1, 291-6576.
M. Kropotkinskaya
CONCERTO RESTAURANT AND BAR
Italian cooking prepared with the freshest herbs
and ingredients. Patrons are entertained by the
live show in the open kitchen. Wide selection of
pizzas, cheeses. Ask the sommelier for beverage
recommendations. Open 12:00-01:00.
52 Kosmodamianskaya Nab., Bldg. 6, 787-9898.
M. Paveletskaya
DA GIACOMO
An exact copy of Da Giacomo in New York and
Milan. This spacious two-level restaurant is
heavy with authentic Italian furniture and brica-brac… Open noon-23:00.
25/20 Spiridonovka Ul., 746-6964.
M.Barrikadnaya, www.litelife.ru
MARIO
Delightful elegance and style with best-quality
Italian dishes. Open noon-last guest.
17 Ul. Klimashkina, 253-6505.
M. Barrikadnaya
ROBERTO
Cozy, classy Italian. Open 11:00-midnight.
20 Rozhdesventkiy Bulvar, 628-1944
M. Kuznetsky Most
SETTEBELLO
Classic Italian menu with a Russian twist. Cozy
coffee lounge. Open noon-last guest.
3 Sadovaya-Samotechnaya Ul., 699-1656/3039.
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar, Mayakovskaya
SPAGO
Stylish restaurant with a wide range of pastas.
Live music. Open noon-23:00.
1 Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky Pereulok, 921-3797.
M. Lubyanka
13 SANDWICHES BISTRO
Cozy Italian eatery serving warm gourmet
panini. Open 9:00-21:00, delivery until 19:00.
21 Ul. Trubnaya, 106-4996.
M. Trubnaya

JAPANESE
SAPPORO
Modern Japanese with extensive sushi and
sashimi menu. Open noon-23:00.
14 Prospekt Mira, 207-0198.
M. Prospekt Mira

ARARAT
A little corner of Armenia right in the center of
Moscow. Cozy atmosphere and spicy Armenian
fare. All ingredients are delivered straight from
Armenia, and the wine list abounds with the finest Armenian cognacs. Open noon-midnight.
4 Neglinnaya Ul.(Ararat Park Hyatt), 783-1234.
M. Teatralnaya, Kuznetsky Most

RUSSIAN
CAFE PUSHKIN
A Moscow classic serving upmarket Russian
cuisine in a lavish, 19th-century setting. Bustling ground-floor dining hall, more sophisticated
(and pricier) experience upstairs. Reservation
essential. Open 24 hours.
26a Tverskoi Bulvar, 699-5590.
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya, Chekhovskaya
GODUNOV
For real lovers of all things Russian, including
traditional Russian dancing, flowing rivers of
vodka and plates stacked with food. For those
who find it thrilling to dine in the Tsar’s chambers, which were established during the time of
Boris Godunov. Open noon-midnight.
5 Teatralnaya Ploshchad, Bldg. 1, 698-5609.
M. Teatralnaya
GRABLI
The best mid-priced Russian food in Moscow.
Buffet-style. Russian cuisine.
Open 09:00-23:00.
99 Prospect Mira, 602-4662.
M. Alexeyevskaya www.grably.ru
GRAND ALEXANDER
Named after poet Alexander Pushkin, this
restaurant is valued for its refined European
cuisine with a wide choice of French delicacies
that delight Muscovites and foreigners alike.
Visitors who seek anonymity can dine in one of
the private rooms.
Open Mon.-Fri., 18:00-23:00.
26 Tverskaya Ul. (in Marriott Grand Hotel),
937-0000.
M. Tverskaya
NA MELNITSE
Uber-Russian eatery. Homemade cuisine – kvas,
mors, vodka, pickles. The interior is in Russian
style with plenty of wood. The food is far from
cheap, but the portions are enormous: it’s like
being fed by an overzealous babushka. Open
noon-last guest.
7 Tverskoi Bulvar, 290-3737.
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya, Chekhovskaya
24 Sadovo-Spasskaya Ul., 625-8890/8753.
M. Krasniye Vorota www.namelnitse.ru
OBLOMOV
In a mansion in the historical Zamoskvorechye
area, the interior is crammed with ancient utensils and furniture. Two large halls are named
for characters from Nikolai Goncharov`s novel
Oblomov. Remember to peek in the chimney
room on the first floor and the oriental room on
the third. Open noon-midnight.
5 1st Monetchikovsky Pereulok, 953-6828.
M. Dobryninskaya
SENO
This inexpensive Russian restaurant is a good
option for the budget- or time-conscious. Excellent self-service buffet offers a wide range of
salads and hot meals. Open 9:00-midnight.
6 Kamergersky Pereulok, Bldg. 1, 692-0452.
M. Tverskaya

ICHIBAN BOSHI
High-quality, affordable Japanese with cool
ambience. Open 11:00-midnight.
22 Krasnaya Presnya Ul., 255-0909.
M. Krasnopresnenskaya
105-1 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 433-9151.
M. Yugo-Zapadnaya

SUDAR
Authentic Russian dishes prepared from
traditional recipes. Located in a 19th-century
mansion, Open noon-last guest.
36a Kutuzovsky Prospect, 249-6965.
M. Park Pobedy, Kutuzovskaya

TSVETENIYE SAKURY
Completely new restaurant concept in Moscow
based on the combination of traditional and
contemporary Japanese cuisine. Ancient
recipes are joined by recent innovations. Open
noon-midnight.
7 Krasina Ul., Bldg. 1, 506-0033.
M. Mayakovskaya

TRAKTIR CHERNAYA KOSHKA
This restaurant was opened to mark the 20th
anniversary of the cult detective series “Mesto
Vstrechi Izmenit Nelzya” (“The Meeting Place
Can`t be Changed”) – everything here is connected with the movie, such as the image of a black cat
on the entrance wall. Open noon-last guest.
6 Vorontsovskaya Ul., 911-7601.
M. Taganskaya

Wine & Dine Listings
TSDL
(Central House of Writers)
This opulent Russian restaurant is located
in the building with the same name, lavish
decor, and opulent atmosphere. A memorable,
top-notch meal in luxurious surroundings. Open
noon-midnight.
50 Povarskaya Ul.,
290-1589.
M. Barrikadnaya

GUILLY'S The oldest and steakhouse in Moscow.
Steaks from Australian and U.S. beef. Multinational culinary hits. Extensive choice of wines.
Located in the basement of an historic mansion
and named after Moscow writer Gilyarovsky,
the interior revives the spirit of 19th-century
Moscow. Main hall, bar, two banquet rooms.
10% discount with this ad.
6 Stoleshnikov Pereulok, 933-5521.
M. Okhotny Ryad

1 RED SQUARE
The menu features lavish, centuries-old
recipes. Expect cream-laden meat dishes with
fruit-based sauces and live folk music. Open
noon-midnight.
1 Krasnaya Ploshchad,
625-3600; 692-1196.
M. Okhotny Ryad, Teatralnaya

JU-JU Meat restaurant with hunting-lodge
decor. Open kitchen with wood-burning stove
and chargrill. Huge selection of meat and fish
dishes. Open noon-last guest.
15 Smolensky Bulvar, 291-1667.
M. Smolenskaya

STEAK
EL GAUCHO
True Argentine menu. THE place for charcoalgrilled meats and fish. Impressive selection of
over 120 Argentine and Chilean wines. Open
11:30-midnight. www.elgaucho.ru
4 Ul. Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya, 699- 7974.
M. Mayakovskaya
6/13 Ul. Zatsepsky Val, 953-2876.
M.Paveletskaya
3 Bolshoi Kozlovsky Pereulok, 623-1098.
M. Krasniye Vorota
GOODMAN
Moscow’s premium steak house chain. Open
noon-midnight.
775-9888.
31 Novinsky Bulvar, Novinsky Passazh, 2nd fl.
M. Barrikadnaya
23 Ul. Tverskaya.
M. Tverskaya, Puahkinskaya
42 Ul. Shchukinskaya, Shchuka Mall, 4th fl.
M. Shchukinskaya
2 Kiev Station Ploshchad, Europa Mall, 3rd fl.
M. Kievskaya
13 Bolshaya Tulskaya Ul., Yerevan Plaza, 2nd fl.
M. Tulskaya
57 Leninsky Prospekt
M. Akademicheskaya, Universitet
45 Profsoyuznaya Ul.
M. Noviye Cheryomushki

LOUISIANA STEAKHOUSE
Big selection of Australian and Argentinian beef
steaks. Grilled fish. Wines from France, Italy,
Spain, New Zealand. VIP “Sheriff room.” 20%
menu discount weekdays from 12:00 to 16:00.
Open 11:00-01:00.
30 Ulitsa Pyatnitskaya, Bldg. 4,
951-4244, 959-5506.
M. Tretyakovskaya, Novokuznetskaya
STEAKS There’s a successful formula to steakhouses, and Steaks follows it almost to the
letter with a meat heavy menu of pork, chicken,
lamb, sausage and seafood.
21 Verkhnyaya Radishevskaya Ul., 915-1042.
M. Taganskaya
TORRO GRILL The focus here is the best midpriced meat in Moscow. Wine Bar.
6 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 775-4503.
M. Universitet

FUSION
NAVARRO’S BAR & GRILL From tapas to eclectic Peruvian-Mediterranean fusion, seafood to
grilled meat, from popular Moscow chef Yuri
Navarro. Open 8:30-3:30.
23 Shmitovsky Proezd, Bldg. 4, 259-3791.
M. Ulitsa 1905 Goda
POLLY SAD The selection of dishes fuses
different cuisines, rather than just alternating
between them.
41 1st Brestskaya Ul., Bld. 2, 250-2530.
M. Belorusskaya

BARS AND CLUBS
BOOZE PUB
English-style pub with real British beer and
original cocktails.
Daily from 5 a.m. to noon –
English breakfast for only 100 rubles.
Weekdays from 12:00 to 17:00.
Business lunch from 140 rubles and 35% menu
discount.
Sport matches on the big screen.
5 Potapovsky Pereulok, Bldg. 2, 621-4717.
M. Chistiye Prudy www.boozebub.ru
KARMA BAR
One of the most popular night-clubs in town.
Eastern-inspired interior, hookahs, and panAsian cuisine. Offering themed parties. Latin
American dancing Thursday-Saturday, 21:00midnight. Every Saturday, the amazing Show
Girls night. Every Sunday 12:00-6:00 – R`n`B
and hip-hop party night.
3 Pushechnaya Ul., 624-5633.
M. Kuznetsky Most www.karma-bar.ru
B2 CLUB 4 bars, sushi bar, concert hall for 800.
Resonable prices. Open daily noon-06:00.
8 Bolshaya Sadovaya Ul., 650-9918.
M. Marksistskaya, Tretyakovslaya
JUSTO Monday-Friday, Sunday 13:00-02:00,
Friday-Saturday 13:00-03:00. Face control,
dress code.
5 Bolshoi Tolmachyovsky Pereulok, Bldg. 9,
937-3750.
M. Tretyakovskaya
PAPA JOHN’S Tucked in the basement below
the Johnny the Fat Boy Pizzeria, Papa John’s
features live music and lots of sweaty young
bodies
2 Myasnitskaya Ul., 755-9554
M. Kitai-Gorod

ALABAMA A cozy jazz club in the heart of Moscow. Stylish place with comfy sofas, reasonably
priced food. Live concerts start at 21:00.
7/2 Stoleshnikov Pereulok, 229-2412.
M. Teatralnaya
NIGHT FLIGHT Open daily 21:00-05:00.
17 Tverskaya Ul., 229-4165.
M. Pushkinskaya, Teatralnaya
www.nightflight.ru
A PRIORI
Open Mon.-Sat. 24:00-12:00.
Face control.
12 Bolshaya Molchanovka Ul., Bldg. 1,
737-5843.
M. Tretyakovskaya
ADRENALIN
Restaurant, bar, disco, billiards, entertainment
center. Open noon-midnight.
1 Chermyansky Proyezd, 477-3447.
M. Medvedkovo
CABANA BAR Tasty Mexican and African food.
Male striptease on Tuesdays and Fridays.
4 Raushskaya Naberezhnaya, Bldg. 1, 2385006, 238-5017.
M. Tretyakovskaya
CENTRAL HOUSE OF ARCHITECTS
Face control. Open Mon.-Sat. 24:00-12:00.
7 Granatny Pereulok, 290-3249.
M. Tretyakovskaya
FABRIQUE Dress code, face control. Open Fri.Sat. 22:00-06:00.
33 Sadovnicheskaya Ul., 291-7783, 737-5843.
M. Novokuznetskaya
GAUDI ARENA
1 Skladochnaya Ul., Bldg. 19,
508-8060,
M. Savyolovskaya

TOCHKA Open Monday- Sunday, 18:00-06:00.
6 Leninsky Prospect, Bldg. 7, 737-7666.
M. Oktyabrskaya

GOLDEN PALACE CASINO Concert hall, restaurant, open bar for players. Entrance free for
women. Face control. Open 24 hours.
15 Ul. 3rd Yamskogo Polya, 212-3909.
M. Belorusskaya

SAKHAR Open Tues.-Thurs. 20:00-06:00, Fri.
12:00-6:00, Sat. 20:00-07:00.
23/25 Bolshoi Sukharevsky Pereulok, 2072838.
M. Sukharevskaya

NOTES: Hours of operation are given in the 24hour clock. All phone numbers are in area code
495 unless otherwise indicated. Reservations
suggested for most restaurants.
and in advance for reservations.
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Driving in Moscow
The Quick and the Dead:

A Guide to Moscow Driving Etiquette
text and photos Ross Hunter

W

ho needs the Trans-Siberian or dogsledding in Chukotka?
For a real adventure, explore wildest Moscow. Just venture
out onto the city streets to enjoy life on the edge. If you agree with
Robert Louis Stevenson that “to travel hopefully is a better thing
than to arrive,” then your urban adventure is ready and waiting.
Moscow’s streets are perfectly safe. Keep telling yourself
this. If you want to drive here but have not yet taken the plunge,
the following tips are for you. Though I consider myself a spirited driver, here I opt to observe rather than join in the fun.
Like bullfighting, driving in Moscow is best enjoyed as spectator sport.
Unsurpassable Skill
With only 245 reported accidents a day, Moscow drivers must
be good. They know they are the best and will prove it before
you can say bystra (hurry up). They are instinctive strategists
and brilliant judges of space, down to the millimeter. The paint
on Russian cars is infinitesimally thin so as to free up additional
road space.
Personal Space (respect for)
This concept does not apply to those travelling on foot or public transport, where smoke – both fresh and stale – as well as
garlic and high-octane vapors are for sharing. However, in the
car, it’s a different story. Since Moscow housing is high-density
and cramped (or “surprisingly spacious” to readers who work in
real estate), a young man’s identity is derived umbilically from his
steel steed. Encroach on this space at your peril. Also, passengers may compliment the driver on his agility and derring-do but
should never question his choice of radio station, DVD or swaying
iconography that obstructs the view of the road. Eating, texting,
“socializing,” sleeping and reading are all acceptable diversions
when behind the wheel.
Traffic Signals are Aspirational
White lines offer a general guide to preferred direction (plus or
minus 180 degrees) but are not in any sense prescriptive. Maximize tarmac usage by squeezing in an additional lane, but slow to
80 kilometers per hour before doing so. Crosswalks are reserved
for the first car in any given lane. A flashing traffic light is an
invitation for immediate acceleration. A green man shows when
pedestrians are “in play,” but do not flinch: cars will avoid hitting
you, as the expense of auto repair and encounters with the traffic
police exceed the glory of pedestrian-colored trophy stains on
the hood.

Choosing Your Chariot
The brand is what matters most for expats and New Russians.
For ordinary citizens, having a ride is essential, but type, size and
age are not. The only must is to have your own space capsule. The
state of the engine, exhaust system (if existent) and windshield
matter little. Smoked glass, bug deflectors and protruding airfoils,
irrespective of whether the car is front- or rear-wheel drive, are de
rigueur. As a rough guide, smoke output from the tailpipe should
be less than that from the fractionally ajar “windows.” Side mirrors
are superfluous. All drivers expect to be faster than anyone else,
so needless protrusions may be trimmed, folded or amputated. If
the engine works, it must be kept running, at all times.
Pessimistic Muscovites rely on studded tires throughout the
summer, but, being optimists too, change for treadless slicks just
before the first snowfall. For foreigners, corporate diktat requires
that valuable kidnap targets not travel by metro but in three-ton
anthracite behemoths that scream “here’s the money!” Local
minigarchs have similar polychromatically challenged vehicles,
distinguished by the rooftop blue light and Range Rover escort(s)
in a matching jet hue. Avoid.
Traffic Tactics
Occasionally, density exceeds the optimal level. Special Driving
Measures are initiated by at least 63% of drivers signalling assent with their horns. A four-lane road crammed with upwards
of seven queues of static traffic indicates over-spill onto adjacent pavement. It is polite to defer to moving streetcars, and
considered unsporting to swerve around stationary ones while
passengers are disembarking. Adjoining residential areas have an
entertaining selection of rat-run short cuts, where normal rules
of engagement – direction of traffic flow, which side of the road
to drive on, curb avoidance, etc. – are inoperative.
Although the river looks solid in winter, using it as a conduit for
over-flow traffic is not recommended. High antifreeze concentrations in the water mean the ice is more fragile than it looks. It is
not traffic-free by accident. In extremis, a swift U-turn across the
oncoming lanes allows unimpeded progress toward the destination, albeit in reverse. Try not to distract the driver while he is
executing this maneuver. If in the front seat, simply keep staring
ahead. Silent prayer is permissible. P
Ross Hunter is a Moscow-based educator and writer.
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Driving in Moscow

The Ten Commandments
text Fred Flintstone

F

or those of you who do not follow the works of the Vatican,
you might like to know that last year it published a “Drivers’
Ten Commandments of the Road” as part of its Guidelines for
the Pastoral Care of the Road. A lapsed Catholic himself, Fred
learned of the Commandments from the blog of a BBC journalist
in Tirana, who apparently sees some of the same driving habits
that Fred finds in Bedrock.
The Guidelines themselves turned out to be an interesting
read, with topics like “The Word of God Illuminates the Road”
with the subheading “Signs from the Old Testament.” The sections titled “Escape from everyday reality and the pleasure of
driving” or “the domination instinct” should particularly interest
Bedrock readers.
Though a little light may be made of this document, the Guidelines do provide a view of the problems of transport in a modern society and the social contract that is necessary to provide
orderly and safe passage for motorists and pedestrians. For
Fred, life on the road in Bedrock has shown a clear contrast between the results on the road with the basically virtuous drivers
in modern developed societies, and a society like Bedrock (or,
I guess, Tirana) where such virtues are seriously deficient. For
instance, it is unimaginable that the four-way stop, common in
the United States, would work in Bedrock. For those unfamiliar
with this concept, the four-way stop is an intersection with a
stop sign at each entrance to the intersection. If more than one
vehicle approaches the intersection at the same time, the vehicle
to the right crosses first. In Bedrock, it would be unusual for a
vehicle to even stop, unless a gai-ishnik, or Russian traffic cop,
was posted on the road.
Putting aside religious arguments about morality, life without
any moral compass means that a motorist does not care or need
to care about the mayhem and chaos he (or, increasingly, she in
Bedrock) leaves behind. What is important is that the motorist
get to his goal first and let no other get in the way. The driver
never meets nor will he ever again see those he offends. Fred has
often commented that the only reasons some Bedrock drivers
would not run over a pedestrian would be bureaucratic inconve-

nience if caught, and damage to the car if not.
Despite the fact that this is an Orthodox country, Fred lists the
Vatican’s Drivers’ Ten Commandments. Any experienced Bedrock motorist will quickly realize that, with the exception of the
first, the other nine pose serious problems:
1. You shall not kill.
2. The road shall be for you a means of communion between
people and not of mortal harm.
3. Courtesy, uprightness and prudence will help you deal with
unforeseen events.
4. Be charitable and help your neighbor in need, especially victims of accidents.
5. Cars shall not be for you an expression of power and domination, and an occasion of sin.
6. Charitably convince the young and not so young not to drive
when they are not in a fitting condition to do so.
7. Support the families of accident victims.
8. Bring guilty motorists and their victims together, at the appropriate time, so that they can undergo the liberating experience of forgiveness.
9. On the road, protect the more vulnerable party.
10. Feel responsible toward others.
Fred would be satisfied if Bedrock drivers would follow the
Flintstone Ten Commandments:
Thou shalt not terrify your passengers, pedestrians, and
other motorists.
● Thou shalt not tailgate.
● Thou shalt provide passage to merging vehicles.
● Thou shalt drive between the white lines.
● Thou shalt slow down on a yellow light and stop before
the red.
● Thou shalt yield to pedestrians in a “zebra” crossing.
● Thou shalt not drive into the oncoming traffic lanes.
● Thou shalt not pass on the right side.
● Thou shalt not drive in the blind spot.
● Thou shalt not drive on the sidewalk. P
●
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Community
Eating out for Kopeks
text Linda Lippner

E

ating out in Moscow is a sobering
experience. Even with a drink or
two, you get the bill and immediately
sober up, wondering if you brought
enough cash. And if, like me, you
don’t understand much Russian,
the prospect of working out with the
kitchen staff how many dishes you’ll
have to wash is daunting — enough
to make you contemplate ordering another $15 beer.
So if you don’t want to spend a month’s rent on a good dinner out, here’s what to do: find the little neighborhood holein-the-wall near the metro that somehow charges a normal
price for a tasty meal.
My favorite eateries come in all shapes and sizes and strange
locations. My prerequsites include a friendly staff that smiles
patiently at my attempts to order in Russian. Another plus is a
little something unique about the place or its food that keeps
me coming back for more (say, delicious pelmeni or fresh
mozzarella in a salad or cheap but good wine). Here are a few
of my favorite — if slightly weird — ways to get a cheap (by
Moscow standards) but excellent meal.
On a weekday night, try finding the little building in the
woods of Sokolniki Park that serves the good under $10 bottle
of wine to go with the veal cutlets.
Or go to Chistie Prudy and climb aboard the bar-in-a-trolley
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that takes you around the park while you enjoy your beer and
cheap-in-price-only bar snacks.
Did you know that there is a Soviet-style restaurant on stylish Bolshaya Nikitskaya where you go up to the bar and point
to any of the “blue-plate specials,” which the server will slip
into the microwave and serve you along with a glass of vodka
— for less than 300 rubles! Since there is no table service, you
can be in and out of there fast, or linger all evening.
And, of course, during intermission at any theater or concert
hall, you can imbibe the theatrical atmosphere as you ingest
salami or salmon sandwiches (just buy two and smack ’em together!) plus a cup of tea or a cheap glass of local champagne
at the buffet for under 300 rubles.
My favorite eating establishment, however, is a restaurant
that serves a good Russian dinner with a generous helping of
culture. Cafe Margarita (28 Ul. Malaya Bronnaya, tel. 2996534) is named after the heroine of Mikhail Bulgakov’s The
Master and Margarita, and it is located on a street that figures
prominently in the novel. Along with literary inspiration, Margarita’s also supplies entertainment: a lovely string trio plays
after 9 pm, and guests are invited to provide percussion with
small plastic bottles filled with dried beans. Dining there on
black bread, pelmeni, and a simple salad, you can daydream
in comfort and satisfaction about the pricier meals being eaten elsewhere in Moscow. (If you need some help envisioning
those, see the restaurant review on page 40!) P
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Having a Baby in Moscow
text Jacques Peter, M.D.

O

ne of the first questions we are asked by young expatriate
couples when they arrive in Moscow is about the availability
and quality of prenatal care. It is, of course, understandable that
a mother-to-be would want to know whether doctors in the Russian capital can provide the same level of obstetrical care she is
used to in her native country. It is common for recently arrived
patients to be uneasy about foreign medical practices and traditions and apprehensive about the language barrier.
To assuage these anxieties, we can assure you that the European Medical Center in Moscow has its own department of obstetrics and gynecology with a team of Western physicians and a
staff that speaks English and French. The medical staff is experienced in the latest procedures currently used in France, Germany,
the UK and other European countries.
In particular, our clinic offers the latest techniques of detecting
chromosomal anomalies – such as Down syndrome (trisomy 21)
– during pregnancy. At present, the EMC practices a widely accepted method to calculate the risk of Down syndrome that takes
into consideration the age of the mother-to-be, the dimensions
of the occipital lobe of the foetus (measured by ultrasound between the 11th and 13th weeks of pregnancy), and the mother’s
hormone levels. The technique used here at the EMC conforms
to the criteria established by studies conducted by the FMF (a
London clinic that studies foetal development), CFEFSF (French
Organization for Medical Echography of the Fetus), French Health
Ministry, and others.
We also provide other diagnostic services that are common in
the West but rare in Russia, such as testing for toxoplasmosis (a
parasitic disease that may affect the foetus adversely) and gestational diabetes (which is detected by measuring the mother’s
blood-sugar level as part of the O’Sullivan test series).
In addition, the EMC provides ultrasound-monitoring of the
pregnancy that corresponds to the standards of French, British, and North American medicine. Our

state-of-the-art ultrasonography equipment makes it possible
to observe the cardiovascular system of the foetus and to take
three-dimensional images of organs as they develop. Our gynecologists have been specially trained in ultrasonography and will
provide you with a full report of the results of the tests complete
with images.
Naturally, the language issue is a main source of worry for foreign patients, a concern that can be aggravated by the stress of
pregnancy. To address the possibility of language-related difficulties, EMC gynecologists will provide you with your pregnancy
file compiled in three languages — Russian, French, and English
— and an interpreter will always be present at your visits to your
physician. You will be able to dialogue with your doctors in Russian, English, French, Spanish, German, or Japanese.
Finally, EMC offers a dedicated course on pre-delivery preparation and coaching, conducted at our clinic by a French physician who also speaks Russian. Since our chief goal is to provide
you with sufficient and easily comprehensible information, at the
very first consultation with your physician, you will receive a trilingual informational brochure created by our OB/GYN staff that
gives a detailed description of what to expect during pregnancy
and how it should be monitored.
Another important decision for expat mothers-to-be is where
to deliver, and we can answer any questions you may have about
delivering your baby in Moscow. There are facilities in the Russian
capital that are equipped with the latest technology and modern
comforts, where specialists practice peridural anesthesia, and
where experienced, competent doctors are available to assist in
deliveries. Your gynecologist can provide you with all the necessary information about these hospitals.
Of course, since some women may prefer to be near their families when the time comes to deliver,
another option is to return to your native country to have your baby. In this
case, you will have to plan your departure before the end of your eighth
month of pregnancy, provided there
are no complications that would prohibit travel so late in the third trimester. Prior to your departure, you will
have to obtain a certificate from your
doctor stating that you have no contraindications for a plane flight. P
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Business Centers

Restaurants & Bars
13 Sandwiches
Academy
Acapulco
Accenti
Adriatico
Alpen Terrasse
American Bar&Grill
Antonio
Art Bazar
Art Chaikhona
Australian Open
Muskat
BeerHouse
Blue Elephant
Bookcafe
Cafe Cipollino
Cafe Michelle
Cafe Mokka
Casual
Сarre Blanc
Che
Cicco Pizza
Coffee Bean
Colonna
Correa’s
Darbar
Deli France
Donna Klara
Dorian Gray
Five Rings
French Cafe
Gallery of Art
Gandhara
Gibo e Viso
Gorki
Guilly's
Hard Rock Cafe
Hic Bibitur
Ichiban Boshi
Il Patio
Italianets
Ju-Ju
Khajuraho
Labardans
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Le Club
Leonardo
London Pub
Los Bandidos
Louisiana Steak House
Moka-Loka
Molly Gwinn's Pub
My Place
Night Flight
Noahs Ark
Nostalgie
Pancho Villa
Paper Moon
Parisienne
Pizza Maxima
Planet Sushi
Porto Maltese
Public
Pyramid
Rendezvous
R&B Cafe
Santa Fe
Scandinavia
Shafran
Shamrock
Silvers Irish Pub
Simple Pleasures
Starlite Diner
Sudar
T. G. I. Friday's
Talk of Town
Tesora
The Place
The Real McCoy
Trattoria Macaroni
Tunnel
Uzbekistan
Vanilla Sky
V.I.P.National
Vesna
Yapona Mama
Yellow Sea
Zapravochnya

American Center
Business Center Degtyarny
Business Center Mokhovaya
Dayev Plaza
Ducat Place 2
11 Gogolyevsky
Iris Business Centre
Japan House
Krylatsky Hills
LG Electronics
McDonald’s Headquarters
Meyerkhold House
Morskoi Dom
Mosalarko Plaza
Mosbusiness Center
Moscow Business Center
Mosenka 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Novinsky Passage
Olympic Plaza
Parus Business Center
Petch & Abels
Romanov Dvor
Samsung Center
Sodexho
Usadba Center
Usadba Center JTI
Western Bridge Business Center

Norway
Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States

Medical/Dental Centers
Moscow Adventist Health Center
American Clinic
American Dental Clinic
American Dental Center
American Medical Center
American-Russian Dental Сenter
European Dental Center
European Medical Center
French Dental Clinic
German Dental Center
International SOS Alarm Center
International SOS Medical Clinic
US Dental Care
MedinCentre

Finnair
JAL
Streamline
Swiss International
Japan Airlines

Others
Allied Team Russia/
Allied Pickfords
Anglia Bookshop
Anglo-American School
Rockwell Automation
American Bar Association
American Institute of Business
and Economics
Apple Computer
Baker Hughes
Banque Societe Generale Vostok
ВВС
Citibank
DHL
Eurasia
General Electric
General Motors CIS
Goodyear
Halliburton International
Hinkson Christian Academy
ICIC Bank
Indian Shop
Ital-Market
Jones Lang LaSalle
Mars LLC
Mega
NB Gallery
PBN Company
Penny Lane Realty
Philips Russia
Procter & Gamble
Raiffeisenbank Austria
Renaissance Capital
Shishkin Gallery
The Expat Salon
The Imperial Tailoring Co.
TSM Limousine service
Unilever
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Residential Complexes
Park Place (office)
Pokrovky Hills
Rosinka (office)
Rosinka (sportcenter)

Business Organizations
American Chamber
of Commerce
European Business Club
Russo-British Chambe
of Commerce

www. passportmagazine.ru
+7 (495) 660-0888

Hotels
Alrosa
Ararat Park Hyatt
Art-Hotel
Baltchug Kempinski
Belgrad
Globus
East-West
Katerina
Marriott Grand
Marriot Royal Aurora
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Embassies

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Cyprus
Czech Rebublic
Denmark
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Indonesia
India
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Kuwait
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand

Fitness Centers

Dr. Loder
Gold's Gym
Sport Line Club
Radisson Slavyanskaya Sport Club

Airlines/Travel Companies
American Express
Aviatransagentstvo
Astravel
Capital Tours
Cathay Pacific
Czech Airlines
Delta Airlines
Egypt Air

MOSCOW

Marriott Tverskaya
Metropol
Mezhdunarodnaya 2
Moscow Country Club
Maxima Hotels
National
Novotel 1, 2
Orlyonok
Proton
Radisson Slavyanskaya
Renaissance
Sheraton Palace
Soyuz
Sretenskaya
Swissotel Krasnie Kholmy
Tiflis
Volga
Zavidovo
Zolotoye Koltso

Classifieds
The English International School
A full British education
– Open NOW for 3-15s
– GCSE exam courses
– 6 buses from city & Rosinka
– Small classes & family atmosphere
“Each teacher really knows our children as
individuals” – parent

301 2104

englishedmoscow.com

New in town?
Join the International Women’s Club! Visit our web site at www.iwcmoscow.ru.

Special Promotion In celebration of International Women’s Day, US Dental Care is
offering new and existing patients 2-for-1 check-ups during February and March;
a perfect gift for a partner or friend!

PASSPORT Magazine
currently has job openings for:
Paid Student Intern
Great opportunity for student that is majoring in Journalism to get hands-on experience.
Cultural Editor, Layout Artist
Full time
Courier
Office Manager, Distribution Manager

Please send your cv to:

jortega@passportmagazine.ru
To advertise with

call:
+7(495) 620-0888, mob. +7(926) 525-5377
info@passportmagazine.ru
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Out & About
Love on the Rocks

I

photos courtesy of Kushnir Production

f you get that unexplainable feeling of awe when you see ice skaters making music come
alive on ice, you will enjoy the History of Love ice show at the Ice Palace on Khodinskoye Polye. I was looking forward to it all day, anticipating an emotional and esthetic
gift — which is exactly what I got. The skaters were great, demonstrating their artistry,
athleticism, and humor in scenes about love from Adam and Eve to Superman and Lois
Lane. In addition to the virtuosity of the artists, you will be wowed by the special effects,
which include pyramids sprouting from the ice for Caesar and Cleopatra and pagodas for
the Madame Butterfly scene. In this show about love, even the tragic stories are beautiful.
If only tragedy were that lovely in real life... — Annet Kulyagina

They jumped so high…they reached the sky

T

photos courtesy of the Freestyle Federation of Russia

he stars of the ski slopes were truly out in the Moscow sky at the International Ski Federation (FIS) World Cup Freestyle aerials competition in
March. The event took place at Sparrow Hills, near Moscow State University, where a 52-meter artificial mountain was specially built for the occasion. In addition to envying the snow conditions produced for the competition, snow-deprived Muscovite ski enthusiasts got a chance to watch some
spectacular jumps. Spotted among the spectators: President Vladimir Putin
and then-presidential candidate Dmitri Medvedev. — Annet Kulyagina
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Out & About
Indian Culture in Concert

O

photos Sergei Koshkin

n February 27, The Art of Living Foundation presented Indian
popular singer Sahil Jagtiani in concert plus a glamorous Indian
fashion show from Moscow-based clothing store Khazana Lifestyles
(www.khazana.ru). This fundraising event held at the Mir concert hall
on Tsvetnoi Bulvar demonstrated the wonderful results of the YES
Plus courses (youth empowerment), with many students from Moscow helping to make it a fun evening. The festivities were part of
2008 as the year of “Russia in India,” which will be followed by the
year of “India in Russia” in 2009. Sponsors included Bugatti coffee,
Binatone electronics, Amtel properties and Uomo Collections. The
India-based Art of Living Foundation will be sponsoring future seminars in Moscow and Russia in the coming months. For information,
go to www.artofliving.org. — Linda Lippner

Spotlight Singapore

O
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n March 12, the Embassy of the Republic of Singapore hosted a reception to announce
Spotlight Singapore, a cultural and economic festival to be held in Moscow at the beginning of June.
The evening began with a welcome speech by Michael Tay, Singapore’s ambassador to Russia. Guests at the event included Channel One news anchor Ekaterina Andreyeva, composer
Vladimir Martynov and his wife, violinist Tatyana Grindenko, Lavrenty Bruni, Veronika Ponomaryova, artist Nikas Safronov, and Artemy Troitsky.
The highlight of the evening was a performance by Generation/s, a group that combines the
music of Singapore’s three largest ethnic groups — Indians, Chinese, and Malyasians. The
musical performance was accompanied by a video by Tan Kai Sing and a piano performance
by Indra Ismail. After the performance, guests enjoyed an authentic dinner that, like the music,
reflected Singapore’s ethnic mix.
The festival’s director, Iskandar Ismail, expressed his thanks for the warm welcome as well
as his desire to continue the friendly partnership between the two countries.
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Out & About
New Heritage Gallery

I

n Moscow a new art gallery called New Heritage has opened. The gallery shows
the work of Russian and Soviet artists who lived and worked abroad as well as
contemporary art. It is no secret that creating a collection of art requires taste, and
at Heritage, the owners are ready to assist in more ways than one. The gallery’s
expert staff can advise collectors on starting or expanding a collection as well as
on investing in art. The festivities at the opening night in February included an auction. The proceeds from one lot, a picture by Andre Lansky, went to the “Give Life
as a Present” charity headed by Chulpan Khamatova and Dina Korzun. The money
is to cover the cost of medical operations for children. — Alevtina Kashitsina

Hallelujah to Love Forever and Again Turetsky Choir

W

photos Alevtina Kashitsina

hen you don’t know how to tell someone you love them,
sing it to them! For several nights in March, the ten wonderful artists of the Turetsky Choir shared their hearts and their
music with the audience at the Kremlin Palace. The group’s
eclectic new program, which is devoted to women, included
German arias, Jewish Klezmer, and Latin rhythms. Watch for
them the next time they pass through Moscow! For information,
visit www.turetsky.ru. — Annet Kulyagina
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Out & About
The Pharos Trust

T

he Pharos Trust, a Cyprus-based nonprofit cultural and educational foundation
dedicated to the promotion of the arts and humanities, hosted a sparkling midwinter concert at the Tchaikovsky Conservatory’s small auditorium with two outstanding Russian musicians performing the music of composer Mieczyslaw Weinberg. Born in Poland, Weinberg’s professional life was centered in Moscow during
the 1940s and ’50s, a period of Stalinist artistic repression. Weinberg was a close
associate of Shostakovich as well as of Rostropovich, for whom he composed and
dedicated many pieces for cello. The guest artists were the award-winning Russian cellist Alexander Chaushian and pianist Alexander Ghindin. The pair have just
recorded a CD of Weinberg’s sonatas for BIS. The Pharos Trust also sponsors a
chamber music festival every May-July at historic Kouklia, a part of the Aphrodite
Cultural Route in Cyprus. For more information on this year’s festival, visit www.
thepharostrust.org. — Linda Lippner

Cinderellas at a Charity Ball

B

alls don’t happen these days as often as
they used, but on February 9 the International Women’s Club held its annual charity
ball. The IWC is well-knowb in Russia for its
charitable activities. This year the fund-raising
event took place at the newly restored Tsaritsyno mansion. Diplomats and representatives
of foreign and Russian businesses gathered
for a dinner hosted by numerous embassies.
The funds collected will go to support local
hospitals. — Alevtina Kashitsina

Singing Politicians

A

photos courtesy of Elita Obshchestva magazine

legislator’s job is to write and pass a country’s laws. He or she should be
dispassionate and unsentimental, without flourish or melodrama. Yet there
are times when the same politician may turn into a lyrical singer of romances and
love songs. In Russian, this phenomenon is called The Club of Singing Politicians
and Businessmen. On March 4, the club gathered to hear its female members
serenade their male counterparts. Journalists were invited to have a chance to
see the famous personae in their unofficial capacity and to be reminded of the
ancient adage: ars longa, politica brevis. — Annet Kulyagina
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Last Word
Art
Metropolis Development’s
Andrew Sherlock
interview and photos Alevtina Kashitsina
Andy Sherlock is an English businessman who first came to Russia ten years
ago. His first project in Moscow was the installation of furniture in a commercial interior. Today he is part of the Metropolis Development Company, which
works in ten major Russian cities, providing development and interior set-up,
among other services.

How long have you been in Russia?
Oh, a long time. I came here almost ten years
ago.
What was your first project in Moscow?
It was installation of office furniture and it has
always been very interesting to me. The first
project I did here for a Western company was
installing American furniture. Everything was
quite different from other countries I worked
in. Especially the weather. Very cold.
What was your first impression when you came
here?
When I was offered a job and came here, it was
July. It was before the Internet was a big thing.
You don’t check out what a place is about online and therefore have a preconception of
what it would be like. I was surprised at the
amount of concrete buildings. The American
bars I went to with my friends looked civilized.
But now Moscow is like any other big city. You
can buy what you want.
Do you need to know Russian to work here?
I never intended to stay here long. So I never really learned Russian. Well, I had about
twenty lessons of Russian, but that was all.
Generally, if there is a conversation to do with
my business, then I’ll probably understand 60
percent of it.
How did you come up to the idea of the development business?
Well, here we have two companies. My company does the commercial interior fit-up,
which is effectively what I’ve been doing for
ten years. We have contracts with Western
companies mainly, which usually order ClassA offices. But last year I came to a decision
that I want at least a share in a development
company. That’s how Metropolis came about.
They are a proper development company. But
basically our interests are similar. It is good
for them to have a construction side, which
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is quicker and more dynamic. In the development it takes years to complete a building.
And the first thing to do was to organize fit-up
for our new office. That was interesting.
Is more complicated to do when it’s your own
company?
Certainly it is. In most of the companies we
work with, they have their own suppliers of
furniture. But we had to do it all for ourselves
from scratch. And I like the result!
Is it an advantage for a company to have foreigners as directors?
I would say yes. Many companies have foreigners on the board. I think it is not a necessity, but I think it is a benefit. Besides, foreigners have been involved since the middle ages
here. Remember the English Court in Varvarka
Street? During the 19th century you had a fairly large English community in Moscow. You’ve
got the English House for example.
Do you feel comfortable in Moscow?
I think it is the wrong time to ask such a question. I never feel comfortable in Moscow in
winter. I don’t think that anybody who has lived
here for some time will say: “Yes, I do love the
dark mornings and dark afternoons!” There
is no autumn and no spring. There is only a
long winter and summer. And that is like a light
switch. But generally, yes, I feel comfortable in
Moscow now.
Has doing business in Russia taught you anything positive?
Yes. I have learned a lot. Not all would stand
the test of time with Western practices. But in
terms of expertise, this has been a positive experience. I think we are taking the expertise of
what we’ve been doing here to other countries,
Portugal, Bulgaria, where we are going to
work. Here you’ve got very good designers.
The computer and architectural design here I
like a lot. P

